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Aim 

To analyse, evaluate and conclude on the assurance 
engagement and other audit and assurance issues in the 
context of best practice and current developments. 

Objectives 

On completion of this paper, candidates should be able to: 

� recognise the legal and regulatory environment and its 
impact on audit and assurance practice 

� demonstrate their ability to work effectively on an 
assurance or other service engagement within a 
professional and ethical framework 

� evaluate assess and recommend appropriate quality 
control policies and procedures in practice management 
and recognise the auditor’s position in relation to the 
acceptance and retention of professional appointments 

� identify and formulate the work required to meet the 
objectives of audit and non-audit assignments and the 
application of the International Standards on Auditing 

� evaluate findings and the results of work performed and 
draft suitable reports on assignments 

� understand the current issues and developments relating 
to the provision of audit-related and assurance services 

Position of the paper in the overall syllabus 

AAA (P7) 

AA (F8) 

CR (P2) 

 

Syllabus Content 

A Regulatory Environment 

International regulatory frameworks for audit and 
assurance services 
Money laundering 
Laws and regulations 

B Professional and Ethical Considerations 

Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants 
Fraud and error 
Professional liability 
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C Practice Management 

Quality control  
Advertising, publicity and obtaining professional work 
and fees 
Tendering 
Professional appointments 

D Assignments 

The audit of historic financial information including: 

� Planning, materiality and assessing the risk of 
misstatement 

� Evidence 
� Evaluation and review 

Group audits 

Audit-related services including: 

� Reviews 
� Agreed-upon procedures 
� Compilations 

Assurance services including 

� Risk assessment  
� Performance measurement  
� Systems reliability  
� Electronic commerce  

Prospective financial information 
Forensic audits 
Internal audit 
Outsourcing  

E Reporting 

Auditor’s reports 
Reports to management 
Other reports 

F Current issues and developments 

Professional, ethical and corporate governance 
Information technology 
Transnational audits 
Social and environmental auditing 
Other current issues 
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Syllabus overview 

 

Regulatory environment (A) 
� International regulatory 

frameworks 
� Money laundering 
� Laws and regulations 

Current issue and development (F) 

Professional and Ethical 
Considerations (B) 
� Code of Ethics 
� Fraud and error 
� Professional liability 

Practice Management (C) 
� Quality control 
� Advertising, publicity, etc 
� Tendering 
� Professional appointments  

Assignments (D) 
� Audit of historical financial 

information 
� Group audits 
� Audit-related services 
� Assurance services 
� Prospective financial 

information 
� Forensic audits 
� Internal audit 
� Outsourcing 

Reporting (E) 
� Auditor’s reports 
� Reports to management 
� Other reports 

 

Approach to examining the syllabus 

The examination is constructed in two sections  Questions in 
both sections will be almost entirely discursive.  However, 
candidates will be expected, for example, to be able to assess 
materiality and calculate relevant ratios where applicable. 

Time allowed: 3 hours plus 15 minutes reading and planning 

time 

 Number of marks 

Section A: 2 compulsory questions                50-70 

Section B: Choice of 2 from 3                        30-50 

  _____ 

  100 
  ____ 
Section A 

These questions will be based on “case study” type scenarios.  
That is not to say that they will be particularly long, rather 
that they will provide a setting within which a range of 
topics, issues and requirements can be addressed.   

Section B 

Different types of question will be encountered in this section 
and will tend to be more focussed on specific topics, for 
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example “auditor’s reports”, “quality control” and topics of 
ISAs which are not examinable in Paper 8 Audit and 

Assurance.  (This does not preclude these topics from 
appearing in Section A.)   

Current issues will be examined across a number of 
questions. 

Additional information 

Knowledge of new examinable regulations issued by 30th 
September will be examinable in examination sessions being 
held in the following calendar year.  Documents may be 
examinable even if the effective date is in the future.  This 
means that all regulations issued by 30th September 2008 
will be examinable in the June and December 2009 
examinations.  

The study guide offers more detailed guidance on the depth 
and level at which the examinable documents will be 
examined.  The study guide should therefore be read in 
conjunction with the examinable documents list. 

The accounting knowledge that is assumed for Paper P7 is 
the same as that examined in Paper P2.  Therefore, 
candidates studying for Paper P7 should refer to the 
Accounting Standards listed under Paper P2.   Knowledge of 
exposure drafts and discussion papers will not be expected.  
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CORE TOPICS Tick when completed  Tick when completed 

Professional conduct  
 

Audit strategy

� ACCA Code of Ethics and Conduct 

� IFAC Code of ethics 

� Confidentiality 

� Conflicts of interest 

� Corporate financial advice 

� Books, documents and papers 

� Professional appointments 

� Money laundering 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Quality control practices and procedures 

� IFAC Statement of Policy Assuring the 

Quality of Professional Services 

� The Trans-national Audit Committee 

� Quality controls, policies and procedures 

� Application at the firm and audit levels 

� 
 

� 

� 

� 

 

� Audit risk approach 

� Business risk 

� Business risk audit approach 

� Planning risk assessment 

� Directional testing 

� Analytical procedures 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Assignments 

� Audit of financial statements 

� Group audits 

� Audit-related services 

� Assurance services 

� Prospective financial information 

� Forensic auditing 

� Outsourcing 

� Internal audit 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 
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Auditor’s reports 

� Reports on financial statements under IFRS 
and other GAAP 

� Reports on audit related services 

� Reports on assurance services 

� Reports to management and those charged 
with governance 

� 

 
� 

� 

� 

 

Current issues and developments 

� Professional ethics 

� Corporate governance 

� Fraud 

� Environmental issues 

� Information technology 

� Multinational accountancy firms 

� SMEs and audit exemption 

� Money laundering 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 
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ACCA CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT 

Purpose 

� To provide members with guidelines for maintaining a 
professional attitude and enhancing the accountancy 
profession. 

� To give accountability to the public. 

� To codify behaviour beyond that which is incorporated 
in legislation. 

Overseas members may adhere to local guidance where 
profession is controlled by a reputable body or by law. 

Students as affirmed by their signature to the application 
forms to be enrolled as registered students, are bound by the 
ethical requirements of the Association. 

Provides five fundamental principles and a conceptual 
framework. 

Fundamental principles 

� Integrity in all professional, business and personal 
financial relationships.  Implies honesty, fair dealing 
and truthfulness.  Members shall not be associated with 
misleading information in whatever format. 

� Objectivity in all professional and business 
judgements.  Members shall not allow bias, conflicts of 
interest or undue influence to override professional and 
business judgments.   

A state of mind which has regard to all considerations 
relevant to the task but no other.  Presupposes 
intellectual honesty. 

� Professional competence and due care requires a need 
to reflect current developments in practice, legislation, 
applications, techniques and professional standards. 

Need to obtain and  maintain relevant knowledge and 
skill to ensure the provision of competent and 
professional service levels (continuing professional 
development). 

Requires the exercise of sound judgment in applying 
professional knowledge & skill and the need to act 
diligently in accordance with applicable technical and 
professional standards. 

� Confidentiality requires information acquired as a 
result of professional and business relationships must  
not be disclosed to any third parties without proper and 
specific authority or unless there is a legal or 
professional right or duty to disclose.  Nor must it be 
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used for any personal advantage of a member or any 
third party 

� Professional behaviour requires that all relevant laws 
and regulations should be complied with and any action 
that brings discredit to the profession should be 
avoided.   

Professional courtesy and consideration should be 
shown towards all with whom members come into 
contact while performing their work. 

IFAC CODE OF ETHICS 

The  Code is intended to serve as a model.  It sets standards 
of conduct and states fundamental principles to be the basis 
on which ethical requirements should be founded. 

The ACCA code is effectively an extended version of the 
IFAC code. 

CONCEPTUAL APPROACH TO INDEPENDENCE 

Independence requires independence of mind and 
independence in appearance. 

The conceptual approach takes into account threats to 
independence, accepted safeguards to minimise threats and 
the public interest.  Applies to both ACCA and IFAC codes. 

Under this approach, firms and members of assurance teams 
have an obligation to identify and evaluate circumstances and 
relationships that create threats and to take appropriate action 
to eliminate these threats or reduce them to an acceptable 
level by the application of safeguards. 

Threats to independence 

� Self-interest threats occur as a result of the financial or 
other interests of professional accountants or of 
immediate or close family members, e.g.: 

� financial interest in the client 

� loans or guarantees to or from the client 

� undue dependence on total fees 

� fear of loosing the client 

� having a close business relationship 

� potential employment with the client 

� contingent fees 

� incentive or compensation arrangements 

� concern over employment security 

� inappropriate use of corporate assets 
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� Self-review threats occur when 

�  any product or judgment (e.g. of any previous  
engagement) needs to be re-evaluated (e.g. in 
reaching conclusions on the current assurance 
engagement.  Examples include: 

− providing a service to a client that will then 
be subject to review as part of the assurance 
engagement, e.g. due diligence work carried 
out by the Corporate Finance Department on 
a take over target being incorporated into the 
current year’s group audit;  

− reporting on the operation of systems after 
being involved in their design or 
implementation; 

− a member of the assurance team was 
previously a director or officer of the 
assurance client or was an employee in a 
position to affect the subject matter of the 
assurance engagement; 

− the discovery of a significant error during a 
re-evaluation of the work being undertaken 
by the member 

 

� Advocacy threats occur when a firm, or a member of 
the assurance team, promotes a position or opinion to 
the point that subsequent objectivity may be 
compromised.  For example: 

� stating publicly a given opinion on a future 
position and then having to audit that position at a 
later date (e.g. it may have changed and there is 
potential pressure to ignore the change); 

� dealing in, or being a promoter of, shares or other 
securities in an assurance client; and 

� acting as an advocate on behalf of an assurance 
client in litigation or in resolving disputes with 
third parties. 

� Familiarity threats arise when, by virtue of a close 
relationship with an assurance client, its directors, 
officers or employees, a firm or a member of the 
assurance team becomes too sympathetic to the client’s 
interests.  For example: 

� a member of the assurance team having an 
immediate family member or close family member 
who is a director or officer of an assurance client; 
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� a member of the assurance team having an 
immediate family member or close family member 
who, as an employee of an assurance client, is in a 
position to affect the subject matter of an 
assurance engagement;  

� long association with business contacts; 

� over-familiarity with the management of the 
organisation such that professional judgement 
could be compromised; 

� acceptance of gifts or preferential treatment, 
unless the value is clearly insignificant; and 

� a former partner of the engagement firm being a 
director, officer or employee of a client in a 
position to exert direct influence over the subject 
matter of the engagement. 

� Intimidation threats occur when a professional 
accountant may be deterred from acting objectively by 
threats, actual or perceived.  For example: 

� threat of replacement over a disagreement (e.g. 
with the application of an accounting principle); 

� a dominant personality attempting to influence the 
decision-making process, e.g. by controlling 
relations with auditors or other oversight bodies; 

� actual threat of litigation; and  

� pressure to reduce the extent of work performed in 
order to reduce fees. 

Safeguards 

Consider: 

� The significance of the threat. 

� The nature of the assurance engagement. 

� The intended users of the assurance report and the 
structure of a firm. 

� What a reasonable and informed third party having 
knowledge of all relevant information would reasonably 
conclude to be acceptable. 

Safeguards can be created at the level of the: 

� Profession, e.g. education, training and experience 
before joining the profession and throughout 
professional life (e.g. CPD); professional standards; 
disciplinary procedures and external review of firms’ 
adherence to  the ethical and professional rules. 
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� Work environment at assurance client, e.g. strong 
corporate governance and ethical culture, appointment 
of auditors by audit committee, competent staff able to 
make management decisions, appropriate recruitment 
procedures; strong risk and internal controls; 
appropriate disciplinary processes.  

� Assurance firm e.g. firm leadership and application of 
ethical procedures at all levels, quality control and 
compliance procedures, technical and ethical support, 
recruitment, training and disciplinary procedures. 

� Assurance engagement; e.g. independent reviews, 
consultation arrangements, direct communication with 
audit committees, rotation of senior staff. 

� Individual, e.g. CPD, record keeping of contentious 
issues and outcome, maintaining a broad perspective; 
using a mentor and maintaining contact with legal 
advisors/professional bodies. 

INTEGRITY, OBJECTIVITY AND INDEPENDENCE 

Both the ACCA and IFAC Code provide extensive examples 
of potential situations and the safeguards required.  In the 
exam the scenarios will either be based upon a similar 
situation or, more likely, you will be required to approach the 
situation from first principles (definitely a higher level skill!) 

Undue dependence on one client 

� Fee income for assurance and other recurring work paid 
by one client  (or group of connected clients) should not 
be > 15% for unlisted clients or >10% for public 
interest clients (e.g. listed) of gross practice income.  

� Safeguards will be triggered when fee income is 10% or 
5% respectively. 

� Individual firms may set lower figures depending on 
circumstances. 

� Safeguards include independent quality control reviews, 
extending the gross practice income (e.g. merger), joint 
audit.  Where the income does exceed the upper limits, 
advice should be taken from the member body (e.g. the 
ACCA) 

� A self-interest threat will also be created where the fees 
generated represent a similar proportion of the gross fee 
income of an individual partner. 
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Overdue fees 

� Self-interest threat may be created especially as the 
overdue fees may be considered as a loan. 

� Safeguards include discussion of outstanding fees with 
audit committee or those charged with governance, 
second (independent of client) partner review; debt 
collection arrangements, e.g. standing order payments. 

� Before accepting re-appointment, consider whether 
overdue fees plus fees for the next year will be 
considered as a significant loan.  If this is the case, 
consider if it is appropriate for the firm to be re-
appointed (e.g. seek ethical advice from the ACCA). 

Fee pricing 

� If an audit client is obtained at a lower fee than the 
predecessor firm, a self-interest threat will be created. 

� Safeguards include clear demonstration that appropriate 
time and experienced/qualified staff are assigned to the 
task and all applicable assurance standards, guidelines 
and quality control procedures are being complied with. 

Actual or threatened litigation 

� A self-interest (fear of loosing the client) or 
intimidation threat would be created where, for 
example, a writ for negligence was issued against the 
firm or allegations of fraud/deceit were made against 
officers of the company. 

� The firm and the client’s management may be placed in 
adversarial positions by litigation thus the firm may be 
unable to report impartially or management may be 
unwilling to make complete disclosures to the firm.  
Basically a breakdown in trust between the parties. 

� Safeguards include detailed disclosure and discussion 
with those charged with governance and/or the audit 
committee; removal from the assurance team any 
individuals directly involved in the litigation; 
independent review of the work or seeking external 
advice. 

� If the threat is not reduced to an acceptable level, the 
only appropriate course of action will be to withdraw 
from, or refuse to accept, the assurance engagement. 
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Family and other personal relationships 

� Can create self-interest, familiarity or intimidation 
threats.    

� Such situations can be fairly broad and need to be 
assessed taking into account the particular 
circumstances.  They can arise directly, e.g. a member 
of the assurance team, or indirectly, e.g. a partner or 
employee of the firm not part of the assurance team. 

� “Closely connected” (e.g. a member of the assurance 
team is closely connected to the client)  is not 
specifically defined as, again, the significance of the 
threat must be assessed. 

� A spouse of the assurance partner can be assumed to be 
closely connected.  But what about an ex-spouse (i.e. 
divorced)?  They may, or may not, be connected 
depending on the closeness of their post-marital  
relationship.  

� Similarly, a connection with a junior staff member of 
the practice is less likely to be a threat than a 
connection with a senior staff member or partner.  
However, if that staff member is in a personal 
relationship with a member of the client whose work 

they audit, a threat arises as their objectivity could be 
impaired. 

� The basic safeguard is for the individual concerned not 
to be part of the assurance team. 

� In situations where the threat cannot be reduced to an 
acceptable level, the firm should decline to accept or 
continue with the appointment. 

� Specifically, an officer or employee of an audit client, 
or a partner or employee of such a person, is prohibited 
from accepting appointments as auditor of that client. 

� A member should not take part in the conduct of an 
audit of a company if he has been an officer or 
employee of that company within the last 3 financial 
years. 

� A practice should not report on a company if a company 
associated with the practice fills the appointment of 
secretary to the client (this does not preclude them from 
providing assistance to the company secretary). 
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Beneficial interest in shares and other investments 

� ANY partner (regardless of discipline), or anyone 
closely connected with any partner, cannot hold a 
beneficial or direct investment in any assurance client. 

� A member of staff, or a person closely connected with 
them, can have a beneficial or direct investment in a 
client, but they must not be engaged on that client’s 
assurance assignment.  

� An auditor required to be a shareholder (e.g. by 
constitution) should hold not more than the minimum 
number of shares necessary to comply.  The 
shareholding should be disclosed in the accounts, in the 
directors’ report or the auditor’s report. 

� A member should not have a Personal Equity Plan 
which has among its investments any of the firm’s 
assurance clients.  They may have a ‘blind trust’ in that 
they do not know, or control, what investments are 
being made. 

� A partner (through the constitution of the audit client) 
or member of staff who holds shares in an audit client 
should not vote at any general meeting in relation to the 
auditor’s appointment, removal or remuneration 

� It is not intended to preclude a partner or connected 
person from holding or continuing to hold, in the 
normal course of business and on normal commercial 
terms, an insurance or pension policy with a client 
insurance company or society, though the assurance  
engagement partner should not take out a new policy 
with such a client. 

� Safeguards for partners would include disposal of 
shares acquired or client disengagement by the firm.  

� Safeguards for all staff members would include regular 
(e.g. annual) independence declarations, register of 
investments,  review of such investment register for 
each potential client, regular communication with staff 
re new clients.  

� It is not uncommon for firms to exclude any member of 
staff from holding investments in any client as part of 
their internal independence requirements. 
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Loans 

� In respect of an audit client, a practice should not make 
a loan, accept a loan or guarantee borrowings. This 
would create a significant self-interest threat. 

� Audit partners and employees may have overdraft 
facilities and mortgage loans with financial institution 
clients, provided these are on normal commercial terms 
and available to the general public. 

� Where the loans are material to the individual, e.g. a 
mortgage loan to buy a house, safeguards must be in 
place, e.g. they are not involved in any way with the 
client. 

� It is not uncommon for firms to specifically bar their 
partners and senior staff from dealing with financial 
institution clients. 

Goods and services 

� Goods or services should not be accepted by a practice 
or anyone closely connected with it unless the value of 
any benefit is clearly modest.   Acceptance of undue 
hospitality poses a similar self-interest or familiarity 
threat. 

Provision of other services 

� Generally no objection in principle, although each 
service must be evaluated to ensure that any potential 
threat to independence and objectivity (e.g. self-review, 
familiarity, advocacy threats) can be reduced to an 
acceptable level by application of appropriate 
safeguards. 

� Potential safeguards would include 

� Clear policies, procedures and training within the 
firm when dealing on the provision of other 
services. 

� Clear documented consideration of the 
independence consequences and safeguards to be 
applied as part of the acceptance procedures. 

� Discussing and seeking advice with independent 
external bodies (e.g. the ACCA) or with those 
charged with governance. 

� Obtaining the client’s written acknowledgement of 
responsibility for the records produced and of the 
results of the work performed. 
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� Ensuring  (at least) senior personnel providing the 
non-assurance service do not participate in the 
assurance engagement. 

� Appropriate assurance testing carried out (e.g. 
normal audit testing to be carried out by audit staff 
rather than rely on evidence produced by non-
audit staff under non-audit conditions). 

� Activities that are specifically barred, because no 
safeguard would be sufficient, include: 

� authorizing, executing or preparing a transaction 
(e.g. being a cheque signatory on the client’s 
account);  

� exercising authority on behalf of the assurance 
client (e.g. placing a purchase order);  

� making management decisions (e.g. which 
information system to purchase); or  

� reporting, in a management capacity, to those 
charged with governance.   

� For listed and public interest company audit clients, a 
practice should not participate in preparing accounts 
and accounting records, except to assist in routine 
clerical (“mechanical”) or emergency situations. 

� Recruitment of key managerial/financial/administrative 
staff – audit practice may advertise, interview, “short 
list” and recommend but final decision must be client’s. 

� A firm should not audit financial statements which 
include a specialist valuation (e.g. actuarial valuations, 
valuations of intellectual property and brands, other 
intangible assets, property and unquoted investments) 
carried out by the firm (or an associated firm or 
organization in the same country or overseas). 

� NOTE: Sarbannes-Oxley Act 2002 (USA) has 
prohibited firms from providing most non-audit services 
for US listed companies they audit (safeguards are 
irrelevant).   

Review procedures 

� Audit firms must have review procedures, including an 
annual review, to ensure each engagement may be 
properly accepted or continued and to identify 
situations where independence may be at risk.  

� Where an audit assignment can only be accepted or 
continued with safeguards, the engagement partner’s 
decision and the range of safeguards appropriate to the 
assignment must reviewed by an independent partner 
unconnected with the engagement. 
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� Safeguards against loss of independence include 
(according to the size and circumstances of the practice 
and the size and circumstance of the clients): 

� the inclusion of a manager or other qualified staff 
in the audit team; 

� rotation of the engagement partner;  

� rotation of senior staff;  

� reporting any area of concern to a partner other 
than the engagement partner. 

Second opinions 

� There is a risk that, when an entity approaches a firm 
who is not its auditor for an opinion on the application 
of accounting standards or principles: 

� the firm may express an opinion based on facts 
different to those available to the current auditor; 

� undue pressure may then be placed upon the 
current auditor, by their client, using the second 
opinion. 

� The non-auditor must obtain the entity’s permission to 
contact their current auditor.  The engagement must be 
refused if permission is not granted. 

� Upon receipt of a request for information from the non-
auditor, the current auditor must obtain the permission 
of their client to respond.  If refused, the non-auditor 
must decline the engagement. 

� Before making a second opinion, all relevant 
information must be obtained from the current auditor  
and the second opinion must be made available to that 
auditor.   

Employment with assurance clients  

� Self-interest, familiarity or intimidation threats may 
arise where a former member of the assurance team or a 
partner of the firm is in a position within the client to 
exert direct and significant influence over the subject 
matter of the assurance engagement.  The more senior 
the position held within the firm and now held in the 
client the greater the threat.  

� A key audit partner cannot accept a key management 
position with their assurance client until at least two 
years have elapsed from the conclusion of the audit 
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� Safeguards when other audit staff join a client include 
modifying the assurance approach and work 
programme; ensuring the subsequent assurance team is 
of equal (if not greater) experience;  instigating an 
independent review of the work carried out on the 
client’s previous assignment (e.g. the interim audit) and 
“hot review” of the current assurance assignment. 

� Specific safeguards must be implemented to ensure that 
the individual has no material financial interest in the 
firm, other than pre-determined arrangements (e.g. as 
part of the partnership agreement) and that the 
individual does not continue to participate (or appear to 
participate) in the firm’s business or professional 
activities.  

� Procedures should also be in place within the firm to 
require staff to inform partners when they have entered 
into serious employment negotiations with an assurance 
client.  Such employees should then be removed from 
the assurance team and a review undertaken of any 
significant judgements made by that individual 
concerning the client.  

Long association of senior personnel with assurance 

clients 

� A familiarity threat may arise through using the same 
senior staff on an assurance engagement over a long 
period of time. 

� Safeguards include rotating the senior personnel off the 
assurance team; implementing independent quality 
reviews. 

� Five year rotation of engagement partner (who cannot 
return to the engagement within five years). 

� Seven year rotation of other “key audit partners” (who 
cannot return within two years or as the engagement 
partner, within five years) including the partner 
responsible for the engagement quality control review. 

� Two year “grace period” allowed before rotation where 
non-listed entity becomes listed, e.g. engagement 
partner already exceeds five years before listing. 

� Note that the rotation rules apply to all public interest 
entities as well as listed companies. 
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OTHER MATTERS 

� Cross border activities.  Basically, the stricter ethical 
requirements apply.  If work is carried out in a country 
with weaker ethical requirements than the IFAC Code, 
the Code applies.  If the country’s ethical code is 
stricter, then follow that code. 

If a professional accountant’s ethical requirements in 
their home country require that those requirements be 
applied when working abroad and they are stronger than 
the host country’s code and the IFAC Code, then the 
home country’s code must be followed. 

� Use of non-professional accountants on assignments.  
Basically, the assurance partner must ensure that the 
non-accountant is aware of, and follows, the Code.  
This may mean asking the non-accountant to read the 
code and sign a confirmation that they understood and 
comply with the Code.  

� Fees and commissions.  Professional fees should be a 
fair reflection of the value of the services provided. 

When quoting fees, the accountant should be aware that 
there is a risk of (client and public) perception that with 
low fees the quality of work would be impaired. 

The fact that a quoted fee may be significantly lower 
than the current accountant’s or other quotes is not 
improper provided that when quoting fees the 
accountant is satisfied that, as a result of the fee quoted, 
the quality of the work will not be impaired (i.e. 
applicable standards are fully followed) and that the 
client will not be mislead as to the precise scope of 
services offered for that fee. 

An assurance engagement should not be performed 
based upon a contingency fee (i.e. based on the 
outcome of the assurance work) unless fixed by a court 
or other public authority.  Fees charged on a % basis are 
usually considered the same as contingent fees. 

Whilst it is preferable not to charge contingency or % 
fees for other work, in some cases it may be customary 
to do so, e.g. insolvency. 

A professional accountant in public practice should not 
pay a commission or a referral fee to obtain a client nor 
should a commission be accepted for referral of a client 
to a third party, including the referral of third party 
products or services (e.g. pension scheme, life 
assurance). 

Where payment is allowed by law or by a member body 
(the ACCA does allow commissions to be received, but 
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not paid) the details of that commission must be 
disclosed to the client. 

� Clients’ monies.  Any monies received by the 
professional accountant in public practice to be held or 
paid out on the instruction of the client.  Money paid in 
advance of an assignment would be client’s money until 
that assignment had been completed, the fee note issued 
and the client has agreed to the payment of the fee note. 

Such monies must be kept separate from personal or 
firm monies (i.e. in a client monies designated account 
or accounts); used only for a specific purpose as agreed 
by the client and be accountable for at any time. 

� Advertising and solicitation.  Advertising and 
solicitation should be aimed at informing the public in 
an objective manner and should be legal, decent, 
honest, truthful and in good taste.  It should not mislead 
nor discredit the professional body, members, firms or 
the accountancy profession in general. 

Similarly, publicity should be aimed at informing the 
public in an objective manner.  Publicity should not 
create false expectations of a favourable result, imply 
the ability to influence any official body or individual, 
make comparisons with other professionals, contain any 

factual or laudatory statements that cannot be truthfully 
justified. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

� Is an implied term of the contract between an auditor 
and client.  Should always be observed, even after a 
professional engagement ceases.  

Improper disclosure 

� Information acquired in the course of professional work 
should not be disclosed to third parties (e.g. tax 
authorities) without first obtaining the client’s 
permission or its disclosure is required by a legal (e.g. 
court order, money laundering legislation), regulatory 
(e.g. solicitors’ accounts rules) or professional duty 
(e.g. working papers to comply with a quality control 
review or investigation by the ACCA – usually covered 
by a specific paragraph within engagement letter). 

� Auditors are normally under no legal obligation to 
disclose defaults or unlawful acts (or suspicions 
thereof) to anyone other than to the client’s 
management unless to do so would be in breach of a 
legal requirement to report direct to the appropriate 
authority (e.g. to the police under money laundering 
legislation). 
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Improper use  

� A member acquiring information in the course of their  
professional work should neither use nor appear to use 
that information for his personal advantage or for the 
advantage of a third party. 

� Putting to use the experience gained in a previous 
practice would be acceptable, but the current use of that 
practice’s procedures and systems (e.g. propriety 
software) would not be acceptable. 

� Trading in the shares of a listed company based upon 
price sensitive information received as a connected 
person with that company (e.g. as the auditor) before 
that information became public would not be acceptable 
– this would be insider dealing.  Passing such 
information onto a third party would be a breach of 
confidentiality – their using that information would be 
insider dealing for them. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

Member v client 

� Members should place clients’ interests before their 
own.  A firm should not accept or continue an 
engagement in which there is or is likely to be a 
significant conflict of interests between the firm and the 

client.  Any financial gain in excess of normal fees will 
always result in a significant conflict. 

Client v client 

� The firm’s work should be so managed to avoid the 
interests of one client adversely affecting those of 
another.  Where the acceptance or continuance of an 
engagement would, even with safeguards, materially 
prejudice the interests of any client the appointment 
should not be accepted or continued. 

� Safeguards include: strict policies, training and 
disciplinary actions; different assignment teams; regular 
independent review; advising clients to seek 
independent legal advice; disengagement as quickly as 
client’s interests allow.   

� A material conflict of interests between existing or 
potential clients should be sufficiently disclosed so that 
they may make an informed decision whether to engage 
or continue their relationship with the firm. 

CORPORATE FINIANCIAL ADVICE 

� Firms may provide audit clients with corporate financial 
advice and continue to act as auditors or advisers to two 
or more parties in take-over situations, provided no 
conflict of interest arises. 
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� A conflict of interest will arise if firm acts as a lead 
adviser to any of the parties; issues a critique of a 
client’s accounts or underwrites/sponsors an issue of 
shares or securities.  Such activities are specifically 
disallowed. 

� Safeguards to minimise the risks on other corporate 
finance assignments similar to those for conflicts of 
interest should be used. 

BOOKS, DOCUMENTS AND PAPERS 

Rights of access 

� Working papers are the property of the auditor and 
clients have no rights to demand access.  Inspection by 
a third party (e.g. external quality review) is at the 
auditor’s discretion and requires the permission of the 
client.. 

� Where access is demanded by a third party, the 
accountant should check under what legal authority 
access is being demanded.  The accountant may be in 
breach of a legal duty to comply if they refuse such 
requests.  Note that under the Companies Act 2006, UK 
auditors are required to allow access to relevant 
working papers by newly appointed auditors. 

� Directors have a general  right of company access (but 
not private access for their own use) to documents that 
are held by the accountant that belong to the company, 
e.g. invoices, journals, statutory books and financial 
statements. 

� Client documents can only be retained if they are 
subject to a lien for payment of outstanding fees 

Liens 

� Specific liens require that the documents retained 
belong to the client; they have been obtained by proper 
means; work on the documents must have been carried 
out; a fee note has been sent and the fees outstanding 
relate to the work carried out using the documents. 

� Documents that are legally required to be maintained by 
the company and are required to be available for public 
inspection (e.g. directors’ records) cannot be held under 
a lien. 

� The final financial statements cannot also be withheld 
as these are legal documents due to be filed and made 
public.  Draft financial statements belong to the auditor.   

Retention 

� Legal requirements vary from country to country. 
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� ACCA recommend audit working papers be retained for 
at least 7 years; tax files for 7 years and then returned to 
the client. 

PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS   

Client screening 

� A basic quality control procedure to ensure appropriate 
ethical and business considerations are undertaken 
before a new client is accepted or current appointment 
continued and that the risks of  having each client are 
assessed.   

� Ethical considerations cover, for example  
independence, objectivity, competence, conflicts of 
interest and management integrity. 

� Business considerations include appropriate fee 
compensation (e.g. fully understanding the business and 
work required to ensure fees appropriate to the work 
required),  fee recovery (e.g. potential for bad debts),  
client reputation (e.g. a bad reputation may reflect on 
the negatively on the firm) timing of the work (e.g. is 
there time), staff allocation (e.g. appropriate staff 
available). 

� Client screening is ongoing in that similar procedures 
should be applied when considering re-appointment.  

Basically, “do we wish to continue with this firm as a 
client?”  If they always argue about fees, never keep to 
any agreed time schedule, “sail close to the wind” on 
legal and GAAP matters, then the answer may be “no”.  

“Professional clearance” 

� An accountant who is asked to accept appointment 
should 

� request prospective client’s permission to 
communicate with existing accountant; 

� with permission, write to existing accountant 
requesting information relevant to deciding 
whether or not to accept the appointment. 

� If permission is refused, the appointment must be 
declined. 

� If a conflicting view between client and current 
auditor/adviser is raised, discuss with client to be 
satisfied that: 

� client’s view can be accepted as reasonable; and/or 

� client will accept that nominee might express a 
contrary opinion. 
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� If current auditor/adviser does not respond within a 
reasonable time: 

� phone or fax; 

� if all else fails, send a final letter by recorded 
delivery stating that “no matters” will be assumed 
unless advised otherwise.  

� The existing accountant should obtain client’s 
permission to discuss his affairs fully with prospective 
accountant. 

� They should answer without delay: 

� that there are no matters of which the prospective 
accountant should be aware, or 

� those factors of which the prospective accountant 
should be aware. 

� Existence of unpaid fees is not of itself a reason for 
declining nomination. 

Terms of engagement (ISA 210) 

� Helps avoid misunderstandings between client and 
auditor.  Should be issued for every assurance and non-
assurance engagement.  Should be reviewed at time of 
re-acceptance of assignment and new letter issued for 
changes in legislation/GAAP, new directors etc.  

� Main contents relating to an audit are: 

� Objective of the audit of financial statements. 

� Management’s responsibility for the financial 
statements including designing, implementing and 
maintaining internal control; selecting and 
applying appropriate accounting policies and 
making appropriate accounting estimates. 

� Scope of the audit, including reference to 
applicable legislation, regulations, or 
pronouncements of professional bodies to which 
the auditor adheres. 

� The form of any reports or other communication 
of results of the engagement (e.g. assurance 
report).  

� The fact that there is an unavoidable risk that even 
some material misstatement may remain 
undiscovered (inherent limitations of an audit and 
of the accounting and internal control systems).  

� Unrestricted access to whatever records, 
documentation and other information are 
requested in connection with the audit. 

� Arrangements regarding the planning of the audit.   
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� Expectation of receiving from management 
written confirmation concerning representations 
made in connection with the audit. 

� Request for the client to confirm the terms of the 
engagement by acknowledging receipt of the 
engagement letter  (e.g. signing and returning a 
copy.  Also letter should be tabled at a board 
meeting and recorded in the minutes so auditor 
knows all directors aware.) 

� Description of any other letters or reports the 
auditor expects to issue to the client (e.g. 
management letter).   

� Basis on which fees are computed and any billing 
arrangements. 

� When relevant, arrangements concerning other 
auditors and experts; internal auditors  and other 
client staff; predecessor auditor. 

� Any restriction of the auditor’s liability (when 
such possibility exists). 

� A reference to any further agreements between the 
auditor and the client. 

TENDERING 

� The process of inviting more than one firm to compete 
for the assurance assignment of the enterprise. 

Advantages and disadvantages (d) 

For the business: 

� Obtaining the service at a lower cost or a better 
service for the same cost or improved service 
content at a competitive cost.  

� Being able to compare firm’s methodologies, 
services and cultures.  

� Being able to establish the “best fit” with a firm.  

� Being “blinded by the presentation” and failing to 
identify the true (negative) features of the firm or 
failing to identify the intangible benefits of the 
firm. (d) 

� Being “low balled” and failing to appreciate the 
true costs of additional services or the potential 
increases in service fees in future years. (d) 
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For the firm: 

� A new (good) client and fee obtained, on the basis 
of successful client screening procedures. 

� Knowledge obtained during the tendering process 
will assist in an effective first audit. 

� Knowledge and experience gained may have 
application to current clients, future clients and 
future tenders. 

� Wishing to “keep/win the client at all costs” may 
result in the inability to recover the tender costs 
plus a substantial reduction in audit fees – the 
level of audit work cannot be compromised. (d) 

�  Poor client screening may result in accepting a 
“rogue” client – risk of damage to the firm’s 
reputation. (d) 

� Having to explain to the client why your fees can 
suddenly be reduced because of a tendering 
process. (d) 

Tendering process (enterprise) 

� Choose a shortlist of firms – reputation, 
recommendation, experience. 

� Prepare and send invitation to tender. 

� Provide necessary information to firms as requested 
including meetings, access to documentary procedures 
etc. 

� Evaluate documentary submissions and select for 
presentation stage. 

� Oral presentations and Q&A sessions. 

� Notification of decision. 

Selection criteria (enterprise) 

The selection criteria are normally based on the information 
requested within the tender.  The outline of the invitation to 
tender is not therefore repeated here. 

� Understanding of the business and management – what 
it does, how it is done, business objectives, 
management aspirations. 

� Knowledge, understanding and experience of the 
business sectors operated in. 

� Range and quality of services provided.  

� Audit methodology used. 

� Evidence of quality in work and services provided. 
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� Calibre and fit of proposed senior team members. 

� Personal rapport – “chemistry”. 

� Standing of the firm. 

� Ability to add value to the business. 

� Competitive fees – fair, value for money. 

Tendering process (firm) 

� Treat as a full project – project manager, project team, 
project planning &control procedures, risk analysis .   

� Ethical, business and quality assurance matters must be 
initially considered, e.g. size and nature of enterprise, 
technical, timing and human resources to service, cost 
of investment/servicing and expected return; potential 
conflicts of interest with current client base; fee 
limitations (e.g. 10%, 15%); reputation of enterprise 
etc. 

� Presentation “checklist” would cover: 

� Familiarisation process with client – knowledge of 
the business, control systems, business risks.  

� Prepare initial audit approach for client. 

� Prepare outline time and fee budgets. 

� Prepare presentation team, and if different, client 
team.  The client team should be involved in the 
presentation as it is important to establish the 
“chemistry” with the client from the beginning. 

� Plan the bid document (this would basically try to 
match the expected selection criteria – as above – 
used by the client).  Ensure this is professional and 
matches the expectations of the client – a full 
glossy brochure may “turn off” some clients as 
being expensive and unnecessary (understand the 
client!) 

� Plan the presentation – low key or “bells and 
whistles”.  Full rehearsals are critical including a 
stand-in client board, anticipating questions, 
smooth use of technology (e.g. Power Point 
presentation), contingency plans for what may go 
wrong on the day (e.g. illness, technology failure) 
etc. 

� After the actual client presentation, fully debrief and 
review.  If unsuccessful, ask client for a critical 
assessment of whole tendering process.  Apply lessons 
learnt for next client tender. 
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BACKGROUND 

Money laundering  

� Money laundering is the process by which criminals 
attempt to conceal the true origin and ownership of the 
proceeds of their criminal activity allowing them to 
maintain control over the proceeds and, ultimately, 
providing a legitimate cover for their sources of income. 

FATF 

� The Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering 
(FATF) is an inter-governmental body which sets 
standards, and develops and promotes policies to 
combat money laundering and terrorist financing.   

� Their policies cover: 

� Legal systems including the scope of the criminal 
offence of money laundering; 

� Measures to be taken by financial institutions and 
non-financial businesses and professions to prevent 
money laundering and terrorist financing, 
including: 

− customer due diligence (CDD) and record-
keeping; and 

− reporting of suspicious transactions and 
compliance to a external financial 
intelligence unit (FIU) 

� Institutional and other measures necessary in 
systems for combating money laundering and 
terrorist financing including transparency of legal 
persons and arrangements; 

� International co-operation including mutual legal 
assistance and extradition. 

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES  

Principal offences (under UK legislation) 

� Failure to appoint a Money Laundering Reporting 
Officer. 

� Failure to implement internal procedures to comply 
with the legislation, including the provision of training. 

� Failure to undertake verification of identity of all new 
clients before commencing a business relationship. 
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� Obtaining, concealing, retaining or investing funds or 
property or providing assistance to any person to do so, 
if members know or suspect, or have reasonable 
grounds to know or suspect, that those funds or property 
are the proceeds of criminal conduct or terrorist 
funding. 

� Failure to report any knowledge or suspicion (see 
below) as soon as practicable that such activities 
(money laundering) are being carried out, or fail to 
make such a report when there are reasonable grounds 
for knowing or suspecting that such activities are being 
carried out (“a suspicion report”); 

� Failure to report a belief or suspicion of terrorist money 
laundering in the course of their trade or profession;  

� Doing or disclosing anything that might prejudice an 
investigation into such activities (e.g.  “tipping off”). 

� Proceeding with a transaction without the consent of the 
relevant authority following the submission of a 
suspicion report in accordance with a member’s firm’s 
internal procedures. 

� Failure to comply with a direction of the relevant 
authority not to proceed with a transaction or business 
relationship. 

� Failure to maintain records in accordance with 
legislative requirements. 

Knowledge or suspicion 

� Knowledge is likely to include: 

� actual knowledge; 

� shutting one’s mind to the obvious; 

� deliberately refraining from making inquiries; 

� deliberately deterring a person from making 
disclosures; 

� knowledge of circumstances which would indicate 
the facts to an honest and reasonable person and 
failing to make reasonable inquiries which such a 
person would have made. 

Tipping-off  

� The offence of tipping-off occurs when an individual 
who has knowledge or suspicion, makes a disclosure to 
a third party (e.g. the suspected individual or entity) 
which is likely to prejudice a terrorist or money 
laundering investigation. 
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� In certain cases, non-disclosure and non-action may be 
effective tipping off, e.g. not carrying out a client’s 
instructions that is effectively a money laundering 
operation, may be sufficient to put them on guard.   

Professional duty of confidence 

� Accounting professionals (e.g. ACCA members) will 
not be in breach of any professional duty of confidence 
if they report, in good faith, any money laundering 
knowledge or suspicions to the appropriate authority. 

� Statutory provisions give protection against criminal 
action for members in respect of their confidentiality 
requirements.  This protection applies even if the 
suspicions later prove to be groundless, provided that 
the suspicion reports were originally made in good 
faith. 

PREVENTATIVE MEASURES 

Internal controls and policies 

� Internal controls and policies should be established: 

� to ensure that anyone who suspects money 
laundering knows how to report this information to 
their MLRO; and 

� to provide the MLRO with the means by which the 
reasonableness of the suspicion can be judged and 
thereby assess which suspicions should be reported 
to the appropriate authority. 

� Client acceptance procedures should include: 

� identification procedures; and  

� gathering  “know your client” ( “KYC”) 
information, including: 

� the client’s expected patterns of business; 

� its business model; and 

� its source of funds. 

Money laundering reporting officer (MLRO)  

� The MLRO should have a suitable level of seniority and 
experience (e.g. one of the principals of an accountancy 
firm). 

� The MLRO is responsible for: 

� receiving and assessing money laundering reports 
from colleagues; and 

� making reports to the appropriate authority on a 
standard disclosure form. 
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Record keeping 

� All client identification records together with a record 
of all transactions, in a full audit trail form, must be 
maintained.  

� Records of transactions must be kept in a readily 
retrievable form for a period of at least five years 
following the completion of the transaction (or series of 
transactions). 

Client identification  

� This requirement, to verify the identities of all clients, is 
mandatory. 

� Verification must be achieved and documented before 
any work is undertaken.  Work cannot commence with 
the intention and expectation of fulfilling this obligation 
at some later date. 

� Sufficient knowledge of a client must be obtained (and 
kept up to date) to be able to identify that which is 
unusual and/or suspicious. 

Suspicion 

� It is impossible to define suspicion.  A suspicious 
transaction or situation will often be one which is 
inconsistent with the client’s known legitimate business 

or personal activities.  The key to recognition is to know 
your client (KYC). 

� Examples of potentially suspicious transactions include: 

� unusually large cash deposits; 

� frequent exchange of cash into other currencies; 

� a transaction where the counter-party to the 
transaction is unknown; 

� any activity inconsistent with the normal business 
activity; 

� any activity involving off-shore business 
arrangements where there is no clear business 
purpose underlying such arrangements. 

� Risk factors include: 

� An account holder who wishes to: 

− associate secrecy with a transaction (e.g. 
booking it in the name of another person or 
business where the beneficial owner is not 
readily apparent); 

− route transactions into or through a 
jurisdiction or financial institution with 
inadequate customer identification practices; 
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− route transactions through several 
jurisdictions or financial institutions without 
any apparent purpose other than to disguise 
the nature, source, ownership or control of 
the funds; 

− use accounts at a central bank or other 
government-owned bank or government 
accounts as the source of funds of a 
transaction. 

� A rapid increase/decrease in the balance in an 
account that is not attributable to fluctuations in the 
underlying market value of investments held. 

� Frequent or excessive use of funds/wire transfers in 
or out of an account. 

� Wire transfers that do not provide information of 
the beneficial owner of an account or the originator 
of the information when such information is 
expected or required. 

� Large currency or bearer instrument transactions. 

� Repeated deposits or withdrawals just below the 
monitoring and reporting threshold on or around 
the same day. 

� High value deposits or withdrawals not 
commensurate with the type of account or what is 
known and documented regarding the legitimate 
wealth or business of the account holder. 

� A pattern that after a deposit or wire transfer the 
same (or nearly the same) amount is wired to 
another financial institution (especially one that is 
offshore or in a “secrecy jurisdiction”). 

� A frequent minimal balance or zeroing out of an 
account for purposes other than maximizing the 
value of the funds held in the account. 

� An inquiry by or on behalf of an account holder 
regarding exceptions to the reporting of suspicious 
transactions. 

Educating and training all staff 

� Relevant individuals must be provided with training on: 

� how to report to the MLRO, 

� how to identify clients; 

� how to recognise and deal with situations that may 
involve money laundering; 

� the main money laundering offences; and 
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� the business’s procedures to forestall and prevent 
money laundering, including identification, record 
keeping and reporting procedures 

 “Professional clearance” letters 

� If suspicion has been (or may be) reported, businesses 
and individuals need to be cautious in responding to 
“professional clearance” letters.   

� It is recommended that businesses and individuals do 
not respond to questions in professional clearance 
letters concerning either: 

� their satisfaction as to the identity of an entity or 
individual; or 

� whether any report of suspicion has been made, or 
contemplated. 

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING PROGRAMME  

Basic elements 

The basic elements to be considered when designing an anti-
money laundering program include: 

� Dedicated resources; 

� Written policies and procedures; 

� Comprehensive coverage; 

� Timely escalation and resolution of matters; 

� Explicit management support; 

� Sufficient training and education; 

� Regular review/audit of the program. 
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QUALITY CONTROLS FOR FIRMS THAT 

PERFORM AUDITS AND REVIEWS OF 

HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION (ISQC 1) 

General 

� Reasons for the need of quality controls include: 

� To achieve audit objectives. 

� To operate effectively, efficiently and 
economically. 

� To avoid disputes with clients and minimise risk 
of litigation. 

� To provide a professional service to clients. 

� To ensure regulatory body visits proceed 
smoothly. 

�  To ensure staff are monitored and controlled.  

� To help identify training needs at all levels. 

� To ensure staff appraisal systems operate 
effectively at all levels. 

Firm wide level 

� Procedures designed to provide with reasonable 
assurance that the firm and its personnel comply with 
professional standards, regulatory and legal 
requirements. 

� Audit reports issued by the firm or engagement partners 
are appropriate in the circumstances 

� To ensure that ALL audits (and assurance assignments) 
are conducted in accordance with ISAs, relevant 
national standards, practices, regulatory and legal 
requirements. 

� Elements include: 

� leadership responsibilities for quality within the 
firm (“the buck stops here”) 

� ethical requirements (Code of Ethics, staff 
declarations, identify and deal with threats to 
independence, senior staff rotation) 

� acceptance and continuance of client relationships 
and specific engagements (the evaluation of 
prospective and existing clients, integrity, ability 
to act) 
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� human resources (recruitment, training, career 
development, performance reviews, technical 
standards, professional competence, commitment 
to ethical, legal and regulatory standards) 

� assignment of engagement teams (ensuring audit 
work is assigned to proficient personnel) 

� engagement performance (briefing, supervision, 
review) 

� consultation (internal and external with those of 
appropriate expertise, e.g. to resolve difficult or 
contentious issues) 

� engagement quality control review (hot reviews of 
all listed and high risk assignments) 

� monitoring ( reasonable assurance that quality 
control works – cold reviews and audit regulation 
reviews) 

QUALITY CONTROLS  FOR AUDIT WORK (ISA 220)  

� ISA 220 basically takes the requirements of ISQC 1 and 
applies them at the level of the individual audit  

� engagement partner takes leadership 
responsibilities 

� firm and audit staff are independent of client and 
have complied with all ethical requirements 

� acceptance review carried out (e.g. integrity of 
client, ability to act, engagement letter) 

� engagement team has appropriate abilities and 
competence 

� appropriate direction, supervision and review 
planned and applied 

� consultation undertaken and correctly applied and 
recorded 

� engagement review planned and actioned 

Assignment level 

� Quality control procedures appropriate to the individual 
audit should be implemented, in the context of the 
firm’s general policies and procedures (ISCQ 1).  
Primarily based around direction, supervision and 
review. 
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Direction 

� Informing assistants of their responsibilities, the 
objectives of the procedures they are to perform and the 
matters (e.g. nature of the business, risk areas, specific 
problems) that may affect the nature, timing and extent 
of audit procedures. 

� May be given through the audit programme, time 
budgets and the overall audit plan.  Face to face 
briefings and specific planning memoranda should also 
be considered.    

� Is ongoing and will take place at the beginning of an 
audit and at the beginning of a new element of work for 
assistants. 

Supervision 

� The monitoring of the assignment  progress to consider 
whether: 

� assistants have the necessary skills and 
competence; 

� assistants understand the audit directions; 

� work is being carried out in accordance with the 
overall audit plan and the audit program. 

� Ensures that the appropriate senior team member 
becomes informed of and addresses significant 
accounting and auditing questions (e.g. by modifying 
the audit program). 

� Ensures the resolution of any differences of 
professional judgment between personnel. 

Review 

� Work performed by each assistant needs to be reviewed 
by personnel of at least equal competence to consider:  

� work performed is in accordance with audit 
program; 

� work performed and results obtained are 
adequately documented; 

� all significant audit matters have been resolved or 
are reflected in audit conclusions; 

� objectives of audit procedures have been achieved; 

� conclusions expressed are consistent with the 
results of the work performed and support the 
audit opinion. 
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� The audit plan (e.g. inherent risk, control risk, 
materiality, sample sizes) and programme (e.g. testing 
procedures) need to be continually reviewed to take into 
account any adverse results of testing and further 
information obtained during the audit. 

Forms of review 

� There are a number of forms of work review, e.g.  
review panel, second partner and “hot” reviews that 
take place before signing the audit report and the “cold” 
review that takes place some time after the completion 
of the audit. 

� All pre-sign off reviews are in addition to the 
engagement partner’s review as part of the normal 
procedures and are carried out by independent  
partner(s) .   

� Pre-sign off reviews vary in form and depth, but 
basically ensure that the audit has been carried out in 
accordance with the firm’s procedures, in accordance 
with ISAs, that  independence and objectivity have not 
been impaired and, in the case of a modified opinion or 
consideration of modifying the audit opinion, that the 
audit file supports the final decision to modify or not. 

� In most firms, the pre-sign off review will be carried 
out on “high risk” clients e.g. listed and public interest 
clients, specialist clients, largest clients of each partner, 
clients where the audit report is modified or where 
consideration was given to modifying. 

� Cold file reviews are usually carried out at least once 
per year.  They are conducted by independent review 
teams of senior staff/partners from other offices or 
countries or by an appropriate external organisation 
(e.g. a training consortium or audit regulations 
consultants). 

�  Such reviews are in greater depth than other reviews 
and not only look at the audit file (e.g. firm’s standards 
applied, adequacy of documentation, completion of 
planning, working schedules, review procedures, 
closedown procedures) but also at other quality control 
procedures within the firm, e.g. training, CPD, 
completion of independence/ confidentiality forms. 
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� At the end of each review a closedown meeting is held 
with the senior staff/partners and a formal report is 
written.  These cover the findings of the review with the 
aim of recommending improvements (if any), assisting 
the firm to maintain or improve its efficiency and 
effectiveness and assisting staff in the performance of 
assurance work. 

� If the findings are considered serious, a second review 
visit is usually organised (say within six months) to 
ensure that recommendations have been implemented. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE IMPLEMENTED BY 

MEMBER BODIES (SMO 1) 

� Statement of Members Obligations 1 requires member 
bodies of the IFAC (e.g. ACCA) to implement a 
mandatory quality assurance review programme. 

� Scope and design of the programme covers: 

� review team members are professionally qualified; 

� review team members are trained in carrying out 
quality assurance reviews; 

� review teams are independent and ethical 
compliant; 

� each team member has relevant technical skills and 
knowledge, the specialized experience, and the 
authority, to perform quality assurance reviews 
with professional competence; 

� appropriate procedures when conducting reviews, 
e.g. planning and review; 

� assessing compliance with IFRS and ISA by the 
firm reviewed; 

� evaluating corrective actions recommended by 
previous reviews; 

� documenting reviews to demonstrate that the 
review was  performed with due care and in 
compliance with standards; 

� reporting the conclusions of reviews to appropriate 
individuals in a constructive way; 

� requiring firms to apply corrective, educational, or 
monitoring procedures as necessary from the 
findings of the review; 

� imposing disciplinary measures as necessary; 

� maintaining the confidentiality of client 
information; 
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� All member firms must be reviewed at least every three 
years. 

� Firms with higher risk profiles (e.g. audit listed 
companies) should be reviewed more frequently. 

� Member reviews are carried out in the UK by the Audit 
Inspection Unit (www.frc.org.uk/poba/) for auditors of 
listed companies and by the ACCA/JMU (Joint 
Monitoring Unit) for all other auditors. 
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AUDIT PROCESS 

� The overall objective of an audit is the expression of an 
opinion on whether the financial statements are 
prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with an 
identified financial reporting framework. 

� The nature of an audit applies such concepts as 
materiality, reasonable assurance, inherent limitations, 
judgement and professional scepticism. 
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Audit methodologies 

� An “audit methodology” (i.e. the science of an audit) is 
a strategy which can be applied to every audit.   

� The auditor will use a combination of systems based 
approach, statement of financial position approach, 
cyclical approach, audit risk approach, business risk 
approach, directional testing; substantive procedures 
and analytical procedures. 

� Current best practice requires that any methodology 
encompasses: 

� planning the audit – ISA 300; 

� an understanding of the entity, its environment 
and internal control – ISA 315; 

� an assessment of the risks of material 
misstatement – ISA 315 

� a response to those risks – ISA 330 

� consideration of materiality (e.g. in determining 
the extent of audit procedures) – ISA 320;  

� obtaining sufficient, appropriate audit evidence – 
ISA 500. 
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AUDIT RISK  

� The risk that the auditor gives an inappropriate audit 
opinion when the financial statements are materially 
misstated. 

� Overall audit risk is the joint risks of: 

� Inherent risk associated with the entity’s activities 
and processes.  The susceptibility of an assertion to 
misstatement that could be material (individually or 
in aggregate) assuming no related internal controls. 

� Control risk in that a material misstatement (at the 
assertion level) will remain uncorrected as a result 
of the operation of control procedures (i.e. it will 
not be prevented or detected and corrected). 

� Detection risk in that a material misstatement in an 
assertion will remain undetected by audit 
substantive procedures . 

BUSINESS RISK 

� Business risk results from significant conditions, events, 
circumstances, actions or inactions that could adversely 
affect the entity’s ability to achieve its objectives and 
execute its strategies, or through the setting of 
inappropriate objectives and strategies. 

� The threat that an event or action will adversely affect 
an organisation’s ability to meet its business objectives 
and execute its strategies successfully. 

Types of risk 

� Many and varied – internal, external, controllable, 
uncontrollable, avoidable, unavoidable. 

� The Turnbull Report suggests: 

� Business – wrong strategy, competitive pressures, 
general/regional economics, political, 
technological, substitute products, take-over 
target, lack of capital, bad acquisition, lack of 
innovation. 

� Financial – liquidity, market, going concern, 
overtrading, credit, interest rate, currency, cost of 
capital, treasury, fraud, systems breakdowns, 
hacking, unrecorded liabilities, incomplete 
analysis, un-reliable records. 

� Compliance – breach of listing rules or financial 
regulations, litigation, tax, health & safety 
environmental. 
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� Operational – business processes not aligned to 
strategic goals, failure of major change initiative, 
loss of entrepreneurial spirit, skills shortage, 
physical disasters, lack of management continuity 
and succession, loss of major customers/suppliers, 
lack of new products, failure of new products 
industrial action, poor brand management, product 
liability. 

� Most significant risks are frequently operational or 
strategic in nature.  Top five for a number of years have 
been:  

� Failure to manage major projects. 

� Failure of strategy. 

� Failure to innovate. 

� Poor reputation/brand management. 

� Lack of employee motivation and poor 
performance. 

Risk analysis  

� Involves the identification and evaluation of risks. 

� Techniques for identifying risks include round table 
debates, interactive workshops, strategic risk reviews, 

structured interviews, management reports and 
checklists/questionnaires. 

� Once identified, map the significance of the risk and its 
likelihood of occurrence (Boston Consulting Matrix). 

SIGNIFICANCE 

High (H) 

Medium (M) 

Low (L) 

 

 

� Whilst this appears simplistic and easy to understand, 
the criteria for “significance” and “likelihood” must be 
established.  Also, only single events are considered – 
domino or multiple events are not. 
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Risk management 

� Avoid unacceptable risks (e.g. do not do it). 

� Price and cost services appropriately to reflect retained 
risk (e.g. insurance companies – higher risk, higher fee). 

� Transfer risk using insurance (may eliminate risk), 
strategic alliances, joint ventures and contractual risk 
sharing arrangements with independent parties. 

� Accept at the present level as one that can legitimately 
be borne (e.g. part of doing day to day business). 

� Establish risk thresholds for management and 
operations to ensure unacceptable risks are not taken, 
e.g. trading limits, credit limits, spending limits, second 
manager authorisation. 

� Control (manage) the risk and reduce it to within the 
risk threshold through internal control processes.   

� Establish a  risk management framework, e.g. a control 
environment, control procedures, monitoring activities 
and information flow. 

� Modify the risk, i.e. change the way in which the 
business or activity is conducted to reduce the risk  (e.g. 
multi-volume book encyclopaedia to CD and internet 
product to reduce risk of loosing market share to “new” 
technology). 

� Develop a recovery (contingency) plan to salvage the 
situation quickly and as cost effectively as possible (e.g. 
systems backup in the event of primary systems 
failure). 

� Determine a policy of risk levels and responses and 
communicate to all staff (who should also be aware of 
the internal controls in their areas of responsibility). 

� Good risk management (Turnbull) involves: 

� Awareness of business objectives. 

� A clear risk management policy and control 
strategies. 

� Early warning mechanisms and quick response. 

� Reliable business systems and information. 

� Emphasis on changing behaviour at all levels of 
management and staff. 

� Keeping it simple and straight forward. 
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� Risk awareness of all management and staff. 

� Fundamental business controls. 

� Consultation throughout the company. 

� Continual application of control strategies. 

� Potential pitfalls of risk management (Turnbull) 
include: 

� Insufficient focus on the fundamentals of good 
risk management. 

� Not addressing high risks properly. 

� Inability to get operational management involved. 

� Audit committee overload. 

� Ignoring basic internal financial control. 

� Adding bureaucracy. 

� Leaving it too late. 

� Too many identified risks. 

� No early warning mechanism. 

BUSINESS RISK AUDIT APPROACH 

� Business risk is much broader than the risk of material 
misstatement of the financial statements, but as most 
business risks will eventually have financial 
consequences, there will be a “cascading” impact on the 
financial statements and consequently, audit risk. 

� Embodied within business risk controls will be those 
controls that directly, or indirectly, relate to financial 
reporting, operations and compliance.  

� Audit risk takes into account the risks that are inherent 
within the entity, how such risks are managed and their 
impact on the financial statements.  

� Audit risk is assessed and considered through the 
concept of a business risk approach. 

� This approach involves examining the business in its 
entirety, e.g. 

� nature, industry, regulatory environment; 

� current objectives and business strategy; 

� core business processes; 

� key performance indicators; 
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� associated business risks and internal control; 

� selection and application of accounting policies; 

� management monitoring processes. 

and evaluating the various risks of the business to 
identify those that may have an impact on the financial 
statements. 

� The auditor will then plan the audit strategy with these 
business risks taken into account, e.g.: 

� Perform risk assessment procedures, e.g. 
understand the entity, its environment and its 
internal control. 

� Assess the risks of material misstatement at the 
overall financial statement level and at the 
assertion level. 

� Respond to assessed risks (nature, timing and 
extent of further audit procedures to respond to 
assessed risks at the assertion level to reduce audit 
risk to an acceptably low level – includes 
assessing the effectiveness of business controls at 
the senior level, extensive analytical review and 
may include tests of controls at the operational 
level.) 

� Perform further audit procedures. 

� Evaluate audit evidence obtained. 

� Inherent risk and control risk, although separately 
defined by ISA 200, can be (and often are) subject to a 
combined assessment to assess the risk of material 
misstatement.  Detection risk is then referred to as 
“residual risk”. 

Internal control 

� The process designed and effected by those charged 
with governance, management, and other personnel, to 
provide reasonable assurance about the achievement of 
the entity’s objectives with regard to reliability of 
financial reporting, effectiveness and efficiency of 
operations and compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations. 

� Elements to consider are: 

� the control environment; 

� the entity’s risk assessment procedures; 

� the information systems; 

� the control activities; 

� the entity’s process of monitoring controls. 
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Top-down approach 

� The business risk approach is an example of a “top 
down” approach to an audit as the approach starts from 
the business and its processes (“the top”) and works its 
way through (down) to the financial statements. 

� Involves the auditor in comparing expectations based 
on their assessment of the business at this high level 
with the performance and position reflected within the 
financial statements. 

� As this methodology takes a “big picture” approach 
before tackling the details, it can be applied to each 
stage of the audit, e.g.: 

� Planning the audit starts at the top with detailed 
discussions and understanding at the management 
level.  From an in-depth understanding of the 
business as a whole, focus can then be placed on 
the details of the higher risk transactions and 
balances. 

� Considering firstly the controls and control 
environment at the senior management level 
(monitoring controls) then general controls 
(manager level) then the specific procedures 
(operational controls). 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT RISK 

� Financial statement risk is the risk that a material 
balance, transaction or disclosure within the financial 
statements may be misstated or omitted. 

� Always consider financial statement risk in terms of 
assertions, e.g. understatement, overstatement. 

� Business risks may lead to financial statement risks, but 
they are not the same. 

� Unrecorded sales orders (or not following through 
sales enquiries) is a business risk in that the 
business will not obtain a sale and may loose 
customers. 

� The financial statement risk arises where the  
unrecorded sales order results in a despatch that is 
not recorded, i.e. an understatement of sales. 

� Audit risk will arise through the auditor failing to 
recognise that the business risk may result in financial 
statement risk, assessing this risk and applying 
appropriate testing procedures. 

� Audit risk will also arise, for example, through an 
inappropriate audit team, applying inappropriate 
procedures, inappropriate follow through of test results. 
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EXAMINATION APPROACH 

Considerations in planning and answering questions 

� Is the matter expected to be material? 

� Quantitatively or qualitatively?  Do not forget 
disclosures. 

� Has it been material historically?  Is there any 
reason for it to have changed this year? 

� Ensure you calculate relevant materiality as part of 
your answer. 

� What are the relevant accounting standards? 

� IFRS, IFRIC or best practice if not yet subject to 
any particular IFRS. 

� Local legislative requirements an other Regulatory 
requirements e.g. Stock Exchange rules, National 
Central Bank rules. 

� What are the particular financial statement 

assertions that are most at risk?  Completeness, 
occurrence, accuracy, cut-off, classification, 
presentation & disclosure, appropriate carrying value, 
rights and obligations, existence.  (NOTE: measurement 
relates to accuracy, cut-off and classification)  

� What evidence is expected to be available?  Internal 
or external?  Written or oral?  Direct or indirect? 

ASSETS 

Plant, property and equipment 

Materiality 

In most enterprises, will be material. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment 

� IAS 17 Leases 

� IAS 20 Accounting for Government Grants and 

Disclaosures of Government Assistance – where an 
enterprise sets a grant received against the cost of the 
related asset. 

� IAS 23 Borrowing Cost – where the “qualifying asset” 
is eventually recorded as an item of property, plant or 
equipment. 

� IAS 36 Impairment of Assets 

� IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and 

Contingent Assets – where an enterprise makes 
provision for decommissioning cost on acquisition. 
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� IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and 

Discontinued Operations 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. capital expenditure capitalised and 
not written off. 

� Occurrence, e.g. of additions, disposals and impairment. 

� Measurement of initial expenditure, e.g.: 

� Self-constructed – consider adequacy of recording 
direct costs and directly attributable overheads. 

� The appropriateness and accuracy of the addition of 
borrowing costs. 

� Purchase price + unrecoverable input taxes + 
import duties + other costs associated with 
commissioning an asset. 

� Measurement of subsequent expenditure – added to the 
initially measured cost (improvement) or expensed 
(repair).  The rules of IAS 16 need to be understood. 

� Presentation – movements in property, plant and 
equipment and correct classification.  Additional 
disclosures if revaluation method used. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) 

� Appropriateness and accuracy of depreciation – 
useful life, residual value and method. 

� Impairment if necessary – may jeopardise the 
adequacy of security if an asset has been pledged. 

� Revaluation of entire class under allowed 
alternative (no “cherry picking”).  

� Entries to/from a revaluation reserve (or income 
statement) on revaluation or impairment. 

� Rights/obligations, e.g.  consider lease agreements to 
ensure if nature of a finance lease, then an asset.   

� Existence – physically inspected by the auditor (internal 
and/or external) at the year end. 

Evidence 

Consider: 

� Fixed asset register. 

� Invoices for additions, disposals, repairs/improvements, 
other commissioning costs, own constructed assets 
(timesheets and costing records). 

� Professionally carried out valuations. 
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� Budgets, forecasts, strategic plans, planned asset 
management decisions, to support useful life. 

� Plant/production management with whom valuation and 
use issues can be discussed. 

Intangible assets 

Materiality 

Most likely in group accounts following acquisition of 
company with previously unrecognised intangible. 

Deferred development expenditure is a highly material asset 
in the pharmaceuticals sector. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 38 Intangible Assets  

� IAS 36 Impairment of Assets 

� SIC 32 Web site costs 

Assertions most at risk 

� Occurrence – as for non-current assets especially 
impairment of development expenditure assets as a 
result of technical or market changes. 

� Measurement (initial) – must meet all of the strict 
conditions for asset recognition.  Where valuation 
models used, the reasonableness of the assumptions 
used and the correct application of the model will 
require testing. 

� Presentation – with the required disclosures of IAS 38. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) 

� Estimate of finite useful life – this is especially difficult 
for intangible assets and will be a major item for 
inclusion in a letter of representation. 

� Intangibles carried at an indefinite life will require 
an annual impairment review. 

� Rights – difficult as no physical form.  Usually right of 
access to economic benefit through legal title and 
registration.  

� Existence 

� Documents of title and similar (patent registration, 
trade mark registration) should be available for 
many intangibles. 
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� Physical inspection of the results of development 
work (prototypes, working/demonstration models, 
flyers and brochures) may be relevant to confirm 
the existence of the capitalised costs. 

� Essential that carrying value be recoverable 
through future economic benefits, otherwise 
impairment. 

Evidence 

� Specialist valuations may be available (quotas, patents, 
trade marks). 

� Management representations, corporate plans, etc that 
confirm the period of economic life. 

� Evidence from market research studies, correspondence 
with potential customers, initial orders placed – all 
would be relevant in determining that the expenditure 
does indeed represent an asset. 

� Invoices and time sheets for the costs that have been 
incurred and capitalised. 

Goodwill 

Materiality 

The amount of goodwill will be especially material where the 
acquisition is of a company that is highly dependant upon its 
“human capital” rather than other assets whose value is 
usually attributed upon acquisition. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IFRS 3 Business Combinations 

� IAS 36 Impairment of Assets 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. of amortisation, or perhaps 
impairment, may be of concern. 

� Measurement (initial) e.g.:  

� Provisions set up for “restructuring”. 

� Inappropriate application of the detailed fair value 
rules of IFRS 3. 

� Inappropriate use of present values and expected 
values to the calculation of the fair value of 
deferred (and possibly contingent, consideration). 
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� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g.: 

� Correct adjustment to the initial calculation of 
goodwill where events for the year after acquisition 
serve to revise the estimates of fair values of assets 
and liabilities acquired, or to revise the estimates of 
contingent consideration. 

� Correct application of impairment tests where 
evidence exists of impairment. 

� Appropriateness of management’s assertion of 
indefinite useful life. 

� Rights/obligations 

� The obligation to restructure an acquired business 
will have to be tested in line with the requirements 
of IFRS 3 (and IAS 37). 

� Complex issues may arise where the investee has 
been set up as a “special purpose entity” (SPE), e.g. 
what type of interest the investor has, what rights it 
has acquired, should the SPE be consolidated. 

� Existence, e.g.: 

� What type of investment is being accounted for – 
subsidiary, associate, joint venture (JV), SPE.   

� Share certificates, and confirmation of entries in the 
investee’s share register would usually be sufficient 
to confirm the ownership of the investment giving 
rise to goodwill. 

Evidence 

� Legal correspondence and fee notes for the acquisition 
costs.  Specialists and “due diligence” reports to assess 
fair values of assets and liabilities and useful economic 
life of resulting goodwill. 

� Firm plans and costing for any restructuring provisions. 

� A statement of financial position drawn up at the date of 
acquisition, or calculations supporting a reasonable 
prorating of the result for the year, to attribute net asset 
values at the date of acquisition. 
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Investment properties 

Materiality 

Will be for property company (income also). 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 40 Investment Property. 

� IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment as IAS 40 
allows the use of the “cost method” from IAS 16 and 
states that initial measurement of an investment 
property is to be at cost. 

� IAS 36 Impairment of Assets for “cost model”. 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. rental income and gains/losses from 
fair value re-measurement. 

� Occurrence, e.g. fall in fair values (or impairment) if the 
cost model is used.  Client may be reluctant to admit. 

� Measurement, e.g. follow IAS 16 re initial 
measurement.  Subsequent expenditure – does it 
enhance or simply restore the originally assessed 
economic benefits?   

� Presentation e.g. transfers in or out of investment 
properties.  Detailed rules apply for accounting and 
presentation of movements. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g.  risk of 
overstating property values through inappropriate fair 
valuation principles (e.g. development potential rather 
than existing use), or though inadequate write down in 
the event of impairment.  

� Rights e.g.  IAS 17 may on occasion cause some 
difficulty. 

Evidence 

� Real estate agents contracts and completion statements, 
legal documents confirming transfer of title, risks and 
rewards. 

� Real estate agents/property valuer’s reports to form 
basis for fair value re-measurement (or impairment).  
IAS 40 encourages, but does not require (on the 
grounds of cost), independent valuation. 

� Board minutes where a valuation has been carried out 
by qualified internal specialists.  Assumptions, methods 
and a statement as to the expertise of the valuer is 
required. 
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� The receipt of rental income can be verified by 
reference to rental contracts and bank account entries. 

� Analytical procedures for rental income, e.g. proof-in-
total, can be effectively used where a company has a 
large portfolio of investment properties. 

Investments 

Materiality 

Unless investment company, unlikely to be material.   

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 40 Investment Property – for real estate. 

� IAS 36 Impairment of Assets 

� IAS 32 Financial Instruments Disclosure and 

Presentation  

� IAS 39 Financial Instruments Recognition and 

Measurement 

� IAS 18 Revenue 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness – of dividend income and related 
enhancements (rights, bonuses, etc). 

� Occurrence will generally be no problem.  There may 
be established treasury activity rules that provide for 
purchase of investments. 

� Measurement (initial) of acquisition (transaction) 
expenses should be included as part of the cost of 
acquisition when first recognised.  

� Presentation.  IAS 32 and 39 have detailed and 
extensive requirement for the disclosure and 
presentation of financial instruments – a checklist is 
likely to be used by the auditor. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g. 
disclosure (or accounting for under IAS 39) of fair 
values of investments at the year end or use of models 
for unlisted investments. 
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Evidence 

� Brokers purchase/sale contract notes supported by 
authority to purchase/dispose (e.g. in board minutes). 

� Securities certificates (= document of title) shows 
registered holder and denomination of shares.  Possibly 
held by bank or solicitor. 

� Stock Exchange quotations at the reporting date. 

� Independent information services (Extel, Stubbs, 
Moody’s, etc) to agree the events that have occurred 
during the year (dividends declared, payment date, 
rights or scrip issues, stock splits, etc). 

� Income received (verified by reference to published 
reference guides) corroborates existence and ownership. 

� Management representation (e.g. about intention to hold 
or sell). 

Inventories 

Materiality 

For trading/manufacturing companies, inventories are often 
the single most material current asset.  A highly significant 
figure impacting both income statement and statement of 
financial position.   

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 2 Inventories. 

� IAS 23 Borrowing Costs – where the “qualifying asset” 
is recorded as an item of inventory.   

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. double counting – especially where 
items of inventory are physically moving during the 
physical count. 

� Omission, e.g. when items are in transit between 
locations or held at third party premises. 

� Measurement (initial) e.g. application of appropriate 
cost formulas to obtain an approximation to cost.  
Overheads that are attributable to getting the stock to its 
present location and condition, based on normal activity 
level, will have to be identified. 
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� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g.  lower 
of cost and net realisable value (NRV) correctly applied 
considering, for example, damage due to environmental 
factors, decline in the market, technical obsolescence, 
excessive quantities held. 

Calculation of NRV is usually problematic, in that it 
usually requires estimates of both selling price, costs of 
making the sale and rectification costs of the inventory 
concerned.  Events after the reporting date may help to 
crystallize some of these amounts. 

� Rights, e.g. “Reservation of Title” clauses.  Unless there 
are serious doubts about going concern, the accounting 
treatment is usually to treat such items as being part of 
inventory.  The amount of inventory that is subject to 
such “Romalpa” clauses should be disclosed, if 
material, when going concern is in doubt. 

� Existence, e.g. inventories held at third parties and third 
party inventory held at client’s premises  

Construction contracts 

Materiality 

For companies involved in construction contracts the 
balances arising will almost certainly be material in the 
statement of financial position, and the revenue recognized in 
the income statement will similarly be material.  

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 11 Construction Contracts 

� IAS 23 Borrowing Costs – where the “qualifying asset” 
is recorded as a construction contract. 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. misclassify items of plant, 
equipment and inventory, as balances arising under 
construction contracts.  There is also clearly an 
“incentive” to incompletely account for any expected 
losses on contracts underway. 

� Measurement (initial) e.g. managements may be 
reluctant to account for a  foreseeable loss, especially 
when a contract has not yet started. 
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� Presentation, e.g. disclosures required under IAS 11 
will have to be checked.  It will be important to ensure 
that where a client has both “Amounts due from 
customers for contract work” and “Amounts due to 
customers for contract work”, that these are not netted 
off. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g. basis of 
calculation may change for a given contract over its 
duration.  Measurement of % completion is high risk. 

� Rights/obligations e.g. obligations for “making good” 
where contract activity has caused environmental 
damage, or simply not been contractually agreed. 

� Existence, e.g. need to physically visiting a sample of 
construction sites, accompanied by appropriate 
specialists (e.g. quantity surveyor) to assess the 
quantities on site and the % completion of a contract. 

Evidence 

� Contract cost accounts/records, supported by materials 
invoices, sub-contractors invoices, timesheets and plant 
and equipment hire contracts. 

� Contracts and variations agreed with clients, to confirm 
revenue amount. 

� Specialist report to assess % completion and any 
estimated remedial costs. 

� Invoices for any billings made to the customers. 

� Agreed accounting policy for contracts, including the 
method by which % completion would be assessed. 

� Schedules for each contract, detailing contract revenue, 
contract costs to date and to complete, % completion, 
attributable revenue and costs to date & for the period, 
statement of financial position amounts. 

Agriculture  

Materiality 

Unless the enterprise operates in the agriculture industry this 
area is unlikely to be material. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 41 Agriculture 

� IAS 16 or IAS 40 when dealing with land. 

� IAS 38 when dealing with intangible assets. 
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Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. double counting or omission due to 
nature of the items (e.g. sheep in a field, trees in forest). 

� Measurement, e.g. at fair value less point of sale costs 
(which include brokers/agents fees and duties but 
exclude transport and other costs of getting the assets to 
the market).  Management may delay recognising costs 
in the income statement or they may capitalise 
inappropriate costs. 

� Presentation – the auditor will need to check that 
biological assets are correctly presented on the face of 
the statement of financial position.  Other disclosures as 
required by IAS 41 will have to be checked. 

� Appropriate carrying amount, e.g. problematic re fair 
value calculations and the application of the rules on 
groupings by significant attributes (e.g. age/quality). 

� Rights of access to economic benefits are tied up with 
control – which would be verified, for example, by 
owner’s markings or branding at acquisition or birth. 

� Existence, e.g. it may be difficult to verify existence 
(e.g. sheep on a hillside).  Otherwise confirm by 
attendance at a verification of assets (e.g. sheep brought 
into enclosures during winter, for shearing or dipping). 

Evidence 

� Invoices for purchases/sales, birth/death records and 
other veterinary records. 

� Receipt of income can be verified by reference to 
contracts and bank account entries.  This also 
corroborates existence & ownership and gives an 
indication of the reliability of fair value. 

� Physical verification records (or other perpetual records). 

� Post year end prices. 

� Suitable client staff to advise on identity/condition of 
items during a verification. 

� Analytical procedures – cost per tree, budget against 
actual. 

� Cost records supported by invoices, timesheets. 

Receivables 

Materiality 

Where the granting of credit is normal, it is likely that the 
total of trade receivables will be material.  A few individual 
balances may be material in their own right.   
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It is also likely that the decision to write off or provide for 
any individually large debt will be a material expense in the 
income statement, requiring separate disclosure. 

Relevant accounting standards 

There is no one particular IFRS dealing with the recognition, 
measurement or presentation of receivables.  However, a 
number of IFRS have aspects of indirect relevance to 
receivables.  The relevant accounting standards are: 

� IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements current and 
non-current distinctions. 

� IAS 21 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange 

Rates retranslation at year end using closing rate. 

� IAS 28 Investments in Associates – is relevant only to 
the extent that receivables and payables due from/to 
associates are not cancelled out when equity accounting 
for the associate. 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. recording of the related revenue and 
any related allowance for doubtful debts. 

� Occurrence, e.g. as occurrence is confirmed when cash 
is received, only those sales made and not yet paid 
require confirmation of occurrence.  Can be done 
through confirmation procedures or by examining  the 
contract, or order, inventory records, customer signed 
despatch note and invoice. 

� Measurement (initial).  Usually no problems, but at 
period end, careful cut-off procedures required.  Also 
appropriate to ensure that the related VAT liability for 
all transactions throughout year is set up at the same 
time as the initial recording of the invoice.   

� Presentation – the identification and separate disclosure 
of any receivables due after more than 12 months may 
be an issue. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g. bad 
debts. 

� Rights– unless the company has factored any of its 
receivables, there is not usually any issue as to the 
rights to receive the benefit from the debt. 

� Existence – the potential for overstated trade receivables 
(that do not exist) may arise.  
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Evidence 

� Aged debtors listing, agreeing to the balance on the 
receivables control account. 

� Responses to direct confirmation letters from a fair 
proportion of receivables. 

� Correspondence with customers where disputes have 
arisen. 

� Invoices, contracts, orders, despatch notes (ideally one 
copy signed by the customer), correspondence, credit 
reports, remittance advices (or a payment instruction 
received from the bank). 

Cash and bank balances 

Materiality 

The balance of petty cash and bank balance is not, usually, 
material in terms of its amount.  It can be easily determined. 

However may be important for the day-to-day running of the 
business and it has the high potential to be stolen. 

It therefore tends to be regarded as material “by nature”. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� There is no IFRS dealing uniquely with cash and bank 
balances. 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. bank overdraft. 

� Occurrence – generally no problem but opening a new 
bank account, or closing an old account, are events the 
occurrence of which should be checked.  It is also 
relevant to confirm the occurrence of the events 
associated with the charging or crediting of any interest 
and any exceptional banking activities (e.g. the 
dishonouring of a payment received from a customer). 

� Measurement (initial) – other than the correctness of the 
application of a year-end foreign exchange rate to any 
foreign cash or bank balances, there are unlikely to be 
any measurement issues. 

� Presentation, e.g. no offset unless agreed by bank. 
Particularly relevant to consolidated financial 
statements. 
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� Rights/obligations – unless there are any issues 
concerning the possible use of a company bank account 
for laundering money, there is not usually any issue 
about the right of the company to use the funds in its 
bank accounts. 

Evidence 

� Bank statements for the year, for all accounts that have 
existed at any time during the year. 

� Standard bank enquiry letter responses for all open bank 
accounts at the year end. 

� Bank reconciliation statements. 

� Cash book(s) and systems (e.g. including requisitions to 
raise payments). 

� Petty cash vouchers and the operation of a petty cash 
imprest system. 

� Physical counting of cash. 

� Board minutes (authorising cheque signatories). 

� Direct debit (DD) or standing order (SO) mandates for 
expenses (e.g. insurance premiums). 

� “Proof in total” – interest payable/receivable 
(calculation based on month-end balances). 

Bank reports for audit purposes  

Standard request includes: 

� Balances on accounts (including loans, joint accounts 
and trade name accounts). 

� Facilities – loans/overdrafts/guarantees etc (including 
term, repayment, review date, limit, etc). 

� Securities (including set-off arrangements). 

� Additional banking relationships – not covered by 
above. 

Supplementary information may include: 

� Trade finance – including letters of credit, acceptances, 
bills, bonds, guarantees and indemnities (and security 
thereon). 

� Derivatives and commodity trading – including foreign 
exchange contracts, forward rate agreements, financial 
futures, swap arrangements and option contracts (and 
security thereon). 
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� Custodian arrangements – the nature and quantity of 
any assets held but not charged (e.g. title deeds held for 
safe-keeping rather than securing a mortgage). 

� Other information – copy bank statements/paying-in 
slips, returned paid cheques, “stopped” cheques, 
authorised signatories. 

Bank disclaimers 

� Standard wording on most replies from bank.  Unless 
clearly inaccurate (e.g. missing client bank account 
details), auditor can rely on reply as evidence. 

LIABILITIES 

Lease obligations 

Materiality 

Often monetary material.  Disclosures of the obligations 
outstanding in respect of non-cancellable operating leases 
present a user with a highly material indication of the true 
level of gearing within a company. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 17 Leases. 

� IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment relevant to the 
asset side of the recognition and measurement of a 
finance lease. 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. finance leases may be argued to be 
operating, thus off statement of financial position. 

� Occurrence, e.g. often picked up through review of 
asset purchase invoice (e.g. addressed to leasor) and 
regular payments to leasor.  

� Measurement (initial) e.g. whether to recognise a new 
lease arrangement as operating or finance. 

� Presentation, e.g. disclosures are extensive.  Checklist 
essential. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g. failure 
to use an appropriate “actuarial” method for spreading 
the finance charge/income may result in a material 
misstatement. 

� Rights/obligations e.g. look to the substance of the 
agreement and determine to what extent the risks and 
rewards that would usually go with ownership have 
been transferred. 
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� Existence – external confirmation with the leasing 
company is usually carried out to confirm the 
arrangement.  (Note that the leasing company does not 
necessarily have to view the lease in the same way as 
the client – but the terms can be confirmed.) 

Evidence 

� Terms of lease contract (e.g. duration, amounts, 
obligations regarding maintenance and insurance, 
options at the end of the primary lease term, possible 
residual values, etc). 

� Correspondence with leasing company, and legal 
advisers. 

� Insurance certificates – incurring revenue expenditure 
on assets provides corroborative evidence of ownership. 

� Schedules, for each lease obligation, showing the 
opening balance, the interest charged, the principal 
repaid, and the balance carried forward. 

Taxation (including deferred taxation) 

Materiality 

Current taxation may not be material to the statement of 
financial position, but the deferred tax balance may be.  The 
tax expense build up (current plus deferred plus adjustments) 
for the year would usually be material to the income 
statement.   

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 12 Income Taxes 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. risk of understatement of the 
liability if all differences between the carrying amount 
and the tax base of assets and liabilities are not 
identified. 

� Measurement (initial) e.g. whether there is sufficient 
evidence of the ability of an enterprise to gain the 
benefit of a deferred tax asset, and therefore whether 
such an asset should be recognised.  Also what tax rate 
to use to apply to the temporary differences.   

� Presentation, e.g. the required disclosures of IAS 12 
must be fully met, both in relation to the income 
statement and statement of financial position. 
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� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g. any 
deferred tax asset recognised in the past, may become 
impaired and have to be written down/off. 

Evidence 

� Tax computations, and review of such computations by 
the audit firm’s own tax specialists where the basic 
computation was prepared by the client. 

� Correspondence with tax authorities. 

� A deferred taxation working schedule setting out the 
temporary differences for each statement of financial 
position caption, and therefore a computation of the 
required closing balance. 

Provisions 

Materiality 

There are certain types of industry (oil and gas, motor car 
manufacture) or circumstances that arise (customer/employee 
injury, breach of legislation, restructuring) that mean that 
provisions might be highly material.  

It is also the case that any company adopting the 
requirements of IAS 37 for the first time, would probably 
find that many existing provisions would not satisfy the 
requirements of IAS 37, but many new provisions would 
require recognition – the likelihood is of a material 
adjustment. 

It is also important to recognize that a provision is a good 
example of a balance that is computed on the basis of the best 
evidence available, on a reasonable and consistent basis, and 
that there is no sense in which it is “right or wrong”.  A high 
degree of precision should not be expected. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and 

Contingent Assets 
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Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. provisions should be created for all 
obligations of the company that were not otherwise 
accounted for.  In this context, some of the obligations 
will be constructive in nature, rather than legal.  It 
would usually be the case that a company’s legal 
obligations are clearly evidenced in the documents and 
correspondence that they have, whereas their 
constructive obligations may not be so obviously 
evidenced. 

� Occurrence, e.g. difficulty in often establishing the 
trigger event for a provision.  Need to fully understand 
nature of business and events of the year.  Any current 
provision movements must be fully checked and the 
closing balance calculated from first principles. 

� Measurement (initial) e.g. whether or not a provision 
should be recognised and if so, how much.  All three 
conditions of IAS 37 must be satisfied in all cases, and 
there are additional elements to satisfy in respect of 
restructuring provisions. 

� The auditor will need to test the correct application 
of discounting where the effect is material.  

� The auditor will need to understand and test the use 
of expected value methods, where the provision 
concerns future events of some uncertainty (e.g. in 
the calculation of the amount to provide in respect 
of warranties). 

� Presentation – movements in each provision are 
required to be disclosed. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g. the 
calculation and disclosure of the “unwinding” of the 
discount rate and taking into account that excessive 
provisions are reversed, and under-provisions are 
recalculated. 

� Obligations – this is fundamental.  Provisions are only 
allowed for liabilities for which the company has either 
a legal or constructive obligation to meet. 

� Existence, e.g. deliberate build up of provisions with a 
view to releasing them in later years to help a planned 
poor year. 
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Evidence 

� Correspondence files – legal, insurers, specialists. 

� Schedule for each provision – b/f, increases during year, 
utilised during year, interest, reversals and c/f. 

� Need to re-perform provision from first principles. 

Pension funds 

Materiality 

Defined contribution schemes – limited to monthly 
contributions outstanding.  Likely to be immaterial. 

Defined benefit schemes – becoming rare (or limited to 
senior employees only) as the funding is usually far more 
costly than contribution schemes.  Funding liabilities on 
whole firm schemes are likely to be material as returns and 
capital growth of schemes are currently low. 

Relevant accounting standards  

� IAS 19 Employee Benefits and IAS 37 Provisions, 

Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness - funding requirements may be 
underestimated, elements my be omitted and 
calculations are complicated. 

� Valuation and allocation due to the complexity of IAS 
19 procedures for calculation liabilities and the need to 
rely on an expert, the actuary.   

� Presentation as extensive requirements within IAS 19. 

Evidence 

� Review board minutes, company secretarial minutes, 
employee contracts of employment, salary records and 
bank payments to identify new post-employment 
benefits and changes made to established benefits. 

� Wages and salaries audit confirming calculations and 
deductions of pension benefits and payment to schemes 
(to include analytical review0. 

� Actuary’s report - reliance on the use of an expert.  
Includes assumptions, agreement to company records, 
verifying market values, agreement of fair values. 

� Application in accordance with IAS 19, treatment of net 
gains and losses, calculation and treatment of 
“corridor”.  
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Payables  

Materiality 

The statement of financial position figure of trade payables 
may be material but individual supplier’s balances are 
unlikely to be material. 

Relevant accounting standards  

� Whilst there is no one IFRS dealing uniquely with the 
recognition, measurement or presentation of payables, 
IAS 1, IAS 21 and IAS 28 all deal with payables as they 
do with receivables.  IAS 32 and IAS 39 deal with 
presentation and measurement of debt and convertible 
debt. 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. the cut-off failure to accrue for 
goods received just before the year end, but not 
invoiced until after the year end. 

� Presentation, e.g. ensuring correct analysis between < 
12 months and > 12 months. 

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g. foreign 
currency retranslation at the closing rate. 

� Existence, e.g. fraud being undertaken by the creation 
of fictitious suppliers and related transactions. 

Evidence 

� Suppliers’ statements, invoices, credit notes and clients’ 
GRNs and purchase requisitions. 

� Books of prime entry (e.g. purchase day book, purchase 
returns journal). 

� Correspondence with suppliers (e.g. in respect of goods 
returns or agreeing contractual terms). 

� If there is any doubt as to the authenticity of suppliers 
statements given to the auditor by the client, the results 
of a suppliers circularisation. 

� Bank records confirming payments made, especially 
after the year end. 

� Records of the last GRNs issued just before the physical 
inventory count was performed. 

� Intermediaries (e.g. warehousing agents). 

� Analytical procedures (e.g. payable days outstanding, 
current ratio, accrued expenses to trade payables % or 
ratio). 
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EVENTS 

Revenue 

Materiality 

Transactions with a particular customer over the year may be 
material, or a particular product group or range may generate 
a large proportion of the revenue for the year.   

Certainly, the presented “top line” of revenue will 
undoubtedly be the largest single figure in a trading 
company’s income statement. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 18 Revenue – especially the guidance given in the 
appendix. 

� Though not a standard, the guidance and explanation 
given in the Framework is useful. 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. revenue is usually tested for 
understatement (related trade receivables for 
overstatement). 

� Occurrence, e.g. client deliberately overstates revenue. 

� Measurement (initial) e.g. cut-off, deferred payment 
terms, barter transactions, use of fair value to measure 
revenue. 

� Presentation – most relevant when presenting segmental 
information or when dealing with the results from 
discontinuing operations. 

Evidence 

� Contracts, orders, invoices, signed despatch notes, 
reciprocal populations (e.g. purchases of new motor 
vehicles for sale). 

� Correspondence. 

Segment reporting 

Materiality 

The presentation of segmental reporting provides material 
information to the user of financial statements relevant to 
issues of risk – product, geographic and by customer.  As 
such, it should always be considered to be material to a 
proper understanding of the company’s circumstances. 
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Relevant accounting standards 

� IFRS 8 Operating Segments 

Assertions most at risk 

� Measurement (initial) – inter-segment trading must be 
accurately eliminated. 

� Presentation – extensive requirements of IFRS 8 must 
be checked. 

Evidence 

� The operating results that are regularly reviewed by the 
entity’s chief operating decision maker to make 
decisions (about resources to be allocated) and to assess 
performance. 

Borrowing costs 

Materiality 

The amount of borrowing costs capitalised with qualifying 
assets is unlikely to material to the statement of financial 
position.  However, the impact of capitalisation on the 
income statement item “Interest Expense” is often highly 
material – especially to the determination of the income 
gearing measure Interest Cover.  The amount of interest 
capitalised can also affect whether a company apparently 

does, or does not, comply with the ratios included within any 
loan covenant. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 23 Borrowing Costs 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. benchmark treatment is to expense 
all interest; the allowed alternative treatment is to 
capitalise, and the assertion most at risk is over rather 
than under capitalisation. 

� Occurrence, e.g. that the interest costs were incurred in 
the first case on external financing, that construction 
work has commenced (and not been suspended or 
completed) are important assertions of the validity, or 
occurrence of the event that allows for the 
commencement and ending of capitalised interest costs. 

� Measurement (initial) e.g. measurement of the 
appropriate interest rate for “general borrowings” and 
the qualifying expenditure. 

� Presentation – a clearly explained accounting policy 
note (transparency) is required and other disclosures of 
IAS 23 will need to be met. 
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Evidence 

� Bank statements, and other interest payments, that 
confirm the incurring of interest. 

� Bank and other loan agreements to confirm the interest 
rates (and other costs such as arrangement fees). 

� Construction costing records, fixed asset cost records or 
inventory records, to confirm the amount of expenditure 
during the year that precipitated the need to borrow. 

� A schedule showing the amount of borrowing costs that 
are capitalised in the light of the rates, and amounts 
spent on construction of the asset. 

Government grants 

Materiality 

The receipt of a government grant, especially in the context 
(as is often the case) of a relatively young and growing 
company, is often a highly material amount of cash.   

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 20 Accounting for Government Grants and 

Disclosure of Government Assistance 

Assertions most at risk 

� Allocation, e.g. have all grants received been correctly 
allocated to the statement of financial position and 
comprehensive income. 

� Carrying amount e.g. taking into account potential 
requirement to pay back if conditions broken. In the 
circumstance where a grant may become repayable, a 
contingent liability may be required. 

� Initial measurement of non-monetary grants, e.g. at 
nominal value (e.g. cost) or fair value. 

� Presentation, e.g. clear accounting policy notes. 

Evidence 

� Correspondence with government. 

� Bank statements to confirm receipt. 

� Correspondence with legal advisers and other 
specialists to confirm : 

� Eligibility for application for a grant; and 

� Continuing compliance with the terms of it. 
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Discontinued operations 

Materiality 

Highly material information for use by the analyst/broker 
community when trying to build their forecasts. 

Any costs associated with the closure (redundancy, contracts 
terminated, assets to be sold off, etc) will usually be 
separately disclosed as, by definition, they are material. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and  

Discontinued  Operations 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness – disclosure requirements are triggered 
when the operation meets the criteria of held for sale or 
the operation is sold.  The auditor must be aware that 
this has occurred.  In some instances, the management 
may wish to withhold this information. 

� Presentation – the extensive disclosure requirements of 
IFRS 5 must be complied with. 

Evidence 

� Minutes of Directors/management meetings 

� Schedules separating the operating performance of the 
target segment from the remaining business. 

Impairment of assets 

Materiality 

Impairment almost certainly has material financial impact 
upon the financial statements. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 36 Impairment of Assets 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. lack of disclosure of events to the 
auditor 

� Measurement (initial) e.g. future cash flows or net sales 
proceeds correctly calculated using appropriate cost of 
capital  

� Appropriate carrying amount (subsequent) e.g. – correct 
application of the rules of IAS 36 in terms of the 
sequence of write back for a cash generating unit. 
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Evidence 

� Budgets, forecasts and projections for the remaining 
useful life of the asset or cash generating unit (CGU) 
concerned. 

� Calculations of cost of capital. 

� Formal schedules of impairment review. 

� Management/directors minutes identifying and 
quantifying the extent of impairment. 

Earnings per share 

Materiality 

Because of the importance of the earnings per share figure to 
the investment community, the amount is an important 
disclosure. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 33 Earnings Per Share 

Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness, e.g. number of shares in issue (basic 
EPS) and potential ordinary shares (diluted).   

� Occurrence, e.g. changes in share structure. 

� Measurement (initial) e.g. measurement of the EPS and 
diluted EPS. 

� Presentation, e.g. reluctance to presenting diluted EPS 
with preference to present “headline” EPS figures to 
reduce the prominence of IAS 33 required disclosures. 

Evidence 

� Schedules showing the calculation of basic and diluted 
EPS. 

� Statutory returns showing changes in the number of 
shares in issue during the year. 

Sale and leaseback 

Materiality 

Where the transaction involves land and buildings, will 
usually be material.  There is also a risk that appropriate 
disclosures will not be made, thus a potentially material 
qualitative error. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 17 Leases 

� IAS 24 Related Party Disclosures (if sale and leaseback 
with a related party) 
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Assertions most at risk 

� Completeness and accuracy – that the sale and 
leaseback is recognised.  Finance lease liabilities 
recognised and correctly calculated.  Disclosures fully 
made. 

� Classification – correctly recognised as a finance or 
operating lease arrangement.  This can be difficult if the 
lease is an embedded lease within another transaction 
(e.g. payment for sole rights to generating capacity). 

� Valuation and allocation – any finance lease asset and 
liability are correctly calculated (e.g. fair value, rental 
revenue, finance rate implicit in the lease) and 
allocation (e.g. depreciation and interest charges) made. 

Evidence 

� Board minutes and contracts. 

� Review of cash book for lease evidence, e.g. proceeds 
from original sale, rental payments, finance payments. 

� Risks and rewards of ownership (control.) 

� Confirmation from counterparty on lease terms. 

� Comparison to market rentals re fair value rent paid. 

� Recalculation of carrying (fair) values, relevant 
deferred gains/losses, movements to income statement 

Share options 

Materiality 

Depends on the level and use made of share options.  If 
limited to directors, then unlikely to be material (but would 
depend on number issued).  If given as a substantial element 
of general bonuses to all staff, then likely to be material. 

Relevant accounting standards 

� IFRS 2 Share-based Payment 

� IAS 19 Employee Benefits 

� IAS 33 Earnings per Share 

Assertions most at risk 

� Accuracy and Valuation – complicated process that 
may involve the use of an appropriate valuation model 
in the absence of an active market.  Ample opportunity 
to make errors. 

� Completeness – many CFOs do not like having to 
recognise the cost and liability of share options. 
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Evidence 

� Board and shareholder approval for granting new 
options. 

� Review deed of grant to identify conditions and if 
current year conditions have been met. 

� Review past deeds to ensure that conditions applied for 
current year have been enacted. 

� Rework option valuation, using an expert as necessary 

� Review movements and projection of employees 
leaving, forfeiting rights.  Agree past projected 
movements to actual as a basis for current projections. 

� Agree to share issues options exercised during year. 

� Ensure all disclosures made (use checklist as for all 
disclosures). 

� Review diluted earnings per share calculations to 
include share options.  

Financial instruments 

Materiality 

By definition, basic financial instruments (e.g. receivables, 
cash) can be material.  The more complicated financial 

instruments (e.g. derivatives) can be material not only to their 
recognition but also to their valuation (or rather potential 
over valuation).  All financial instruments have a qualitative 
materiality through extensive disclosure requirements. 

 Relevant accounting standards 

� IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation 

� IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and 

Measurement 

� IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosure 

Assertions most at risk 

� Existence, completeness, occurrence – many 
instruments may be designed with the aim of 
minimising their profile or as a cover for embedded 
instruments.  In other cases, the existence of an 
instrument may not be easily identified. 

� Valuation and allocation – with complicated 
instruments, initial and subsequent valuation can be a 
highly complicated procedure and may rely on 
internally generated valuation models. 

� Presentation/disclosure – very extensive disclosure 
requirements under IFRS. 
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� Going concern – clearly demonstrated within the 
financial services industry, e.g. credit default swaps. 

Evidence 

� Fully understanding the financial instruments used by 
the entity, the risk management and monitoring 
procedures. 

� Assessing the understanding of the financial 
instruments of senior management and the board. 

� Reviewing the approval, recording and tracking process 
that ensures all financial instruments, hedges and 
derivatives are completely and accurately recorded. 

� Contracts and counterparty agreements for each 
instrument. 

� Confirmation from counterparties. 

� Test fair value where active market exists. 

� Test fair value models where used for appropriateness, 
assertions, assumptions and sensitivity using experts as 
required. 

� Ensure allocation of instruments to IAS category 
appropriate and that conditions have not been breached. 

� Use IFRS 7 checklist.   

� Verify risk disclosures (credit, market, liquidity risk 
etc) to knowledge of the client and the environment the 
client operates within. 
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ISA 600 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS – AUDITS OF 

GROUP FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

Definitions 

� “Group engagement partner” – auditor with the 
responsibility for reporting on group financial 
statements which includes financial information of one 
or more components audited by another auditor. 

� “Component auditor” – an auditor who, at the request of 
the group engagement team, performs work on financial 
information related to a component of the group 

� “Component” – an entity or business activity whose 
financial information is included in the group financial 
statements. 

� “Significant component” – A component identified by 
the group engagement team that: 

(i) is of financial significance to the group; or 

(ii)  is likely to include significant risks of material 
misstatement of the group financial statements (due to 
its specific nature or circumstances). 

Group engagement partner 

� Responsibilities are the same as if auditing an 
individual company but with a group overlay, e.g. 
ethics (e.g. independence, objectivity), planning 
(understanding the group businesses, group structure, 
group wide controls, assessing risk (business risk, 
financial statement risk and audit risk) including risk of 
fraud, materiality, audit strategy and work programme) 
controlling, obtaining sufficient appropriate audit 
evidence, recording, consolidation process, reviewing, 
concluding and reporting. 

� Must determine whether sufficient appropriate audit 
evidence can reasonably be expected to be obtained in 
relation to the consolidation process and the financial 
information of the components on which to base the 
group audit opinion, e.g. 

� the materiality of the portion of the group financial 
statements they audit; 

� their level of knowledge regarding the business of 
the components (i.e. the whole group); 

� the risk of material misstatements in the financial 
statements of the components audited by another 
auditor; and 
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� the performance of additional procedures 
regarding the components audited by the other 
auditor resulting in the principal auditor having 
significant participation in such audit. 

so to be able to form an opinion on the group financial 
statements as a whole. 

� Assess the professional competence of the other auditor 
in the context of the specific assignment, e.g.: 

� Ensure that the work of the other auditor is 
adequate for the principal auditor’s purposes: 

� Perform procedures to obtain sufficient 
appropriate audit evidence that the work of the 
other auditor is adequate for the principal auditor’s 
purposes. 

� Consider the significant findings of the other 
auditor. 

� Consider the impact of the other auditor’s work 
when reporting on the group financial statements. 

� If the other auditor qualifies their opinion, consider the 
impact of that qualification on the group as a whole.  If 
material to the group, then qualify the group opinion 
accordingly. 

� Where the component is material to the group and the 
principle auditor concludes that the work of the other 
auditor cannot be relied upon and insufficient 
alternative work cannot be carried out, the principal 
auditor should express a qualified opinion based upon 
limitation of scope. 

SPECIFIC APPROACH 

Component auditors 

� The approach to the component auditor is more or less 
the same as a standard audit using any member of staff. 

� Obtain an understanding of the companies audited by 
the other auditor(s).  Consider the overall risk and 
materiality (of each company and its components) to the 
group as a whole. 

� For all material group companies, obtain the client’s 
permission to contact the other auditors. 

� Assess the professional codes of ethics and behaviour 
followed by the other auditors (e.g. ACCA, IFAC or 
equivalent).  If inappropriate discuss with holding 
company’s management and consider impact on 
reliance on other auditor’s work and group audit report. 
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� Consider matters such as integrity, objectivity, 
independence (from group), confidentiality, conflicts of 
interest, recruitment, training, professional 
qualifications and CPD.  If inappropriate, as above. 

� Review audit methodologies, technical manuals and 
working papers used by other auditor.  If inappropriate, 
consider use of own systems/tailored programmes 
(provided other auditor competent to use). 

� Plan approach to group as a whole.  Consider for 
example: 

� Changes within group structure – effective date, 
audit arrangements, accounting policies adopted, 
auditing standards used by auditors, non-
coterminous year ends. 

� Inter-company transactions (trading, non-current 
assets, management charges, dividends, loans, 
other), unrealised profits on such transactions, 
inter-company balances. 

� Related party transactions between group 
companies. 

� Inter-company guarantees and security, e.g. bank 
loans guarantees, rights of set-off, pledged assets.  
These will need to be disclosed. 

� Group accounting instructions.  

� Plan with/review audit plan (strategy and work 
programme) of other auditors.  The principal auditors 
must be satisfied that all matters they require to be able 
to reach a group opinion have been included (e.g. 
specific risk areas, inter-company transactions, group 
accounting policies). 

� Ensure other auditor’s report any potential problems as 
soon as they arise so that the group audit plan can be re-
assessed as necessary (i.e. basically supervision). 

� Review the working papers of the other auditors to 
ensure that the appropriate auditing standards have been 
applied and their work can be relied upon in reaching a 
group opinion.  This will include the management letter 
and contentious issues or matters for manager/partner 
attention. 

� Review completed consolidation questionnaire 
(equivalent to a typical manager/partner closedown 
review checklist) covering matters requested at the 
planning stage together with closedown documentation. 
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� In some cases, the consolidation questionnaire may be 
sufficient without a detailed review of the working 
papers, e.g. where the other auditor is part of the 
principal auditor’s network and applies exactly the 
same procedures. 

� Carry out a group subsequent events review.  As the 
final signing of the group audit report may be some 
time after the completion of the other auditor’s work 
(due to preparing the consolidation) it will be necessary 
for the other auditors to conduct this review on their 
clients. 

Going concern 

� Review on basis of the group as a whole. 

� Where some group companies are dependent on the 
support of their parent, obtain a letter of support 
(“comfort letter”) confirming that parent (or another 
subsidiary) is willing and able to support. 

� This confirmation should be audited, e.g. approved by 
board of parent, parent’s financial strength and cash 
flows support their assertion of support. 

Consolidation audit work 

� Relate back to the consolidation approach of Paper P2. 

� Understand structure and dates of acquisition. 

� Confirm date of control, consideration (including 
basis and calculation of deferment, if any) and % 
holding (thus also non-controlling interest). 

� Confirm revenue and other reserves at date of 
acquisition and pro-rata turnover and expenses for 
consolidated income statement. 

� Consider net asset position of subsidiary at date of 
acquisition. 

� Fair value of assets and liabilities acquired. 

� Adjustments at date of acquisition e.g. pre-
acquisition dividends. 

� Calculation of goodwill and amortisation. 

� Consider net asset position of subsidiary at date of 
consolidation, e.g.: 

� Inter-company transactions, unrealised profits in 
inventory and on non-current asset transfers, 
proposed dividends, group accounting policy 
adjustments. 

� Non-controlling interests (taking into account treatment 
of unrealised profits and fair value adjustments). 
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� Consolidated retained earnings taking into account all 
adjustments and impairment of goodwill. 

� Consolidated income statement taking into account 
adjustments and non-controlling interest based on profit 
after tax. 

� Elimination of inter-company balances and trading. 

Non-consolidation of subsidiaries 

� Ensure rules of IAS 27 apply – loss of control or held 
for resale under IFRS 5.  

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

� Potential audit problems include: 

� Constraints placed on the access to accounting 
information given to the auditors.  

� Although many developing countries are trying to 
bring their accounting practices in line with 
International Accounting Standards, non-
compliance with certain IFRSs may be significant. 

� Language problems may arise where English (say) 
is not the business language especially where 
terms do not translate. 

� External confirmations may be less readily 
available if the country’s infrastructure is 
underdeveloped and communications with third 
parties for audit evidence purposes are hindered.  
A banking system which is not “westernised” may 
be relatively inflexible and not realise the needs of 
the auditor. 

� Specialist accounting personnel may be lacking.  
Experts and professional advisors (e.g. lawyers 
and valuers) may not be available (to provide audit 
evidence). 

� International firms may be required to set up a 
joint practice with a local firm in order to be 
licensed to practise.  This may cause internal 
problems for the auditor (e.g. if local audit staff 
lack experience and training in more sophisticated 
auditing techniques). 

� Systems of controls are likely to be much weaker 
than in many companies in developed countries.  
There may not be an internal audit function and 
audit committees are unlikely to exist. 

� Risks in developing countries include: 
environmental, financial, legal, taxation, ethical, 
intellectual property, security, managerial logistics 
and human resources. 
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ASSURANCE SERVICES 

� Independent professional services that improve the 
quality of information, or its context, for decision 

makers and intended to provide high  or  moderate 
levels of assurance. 

 

SUBJECT 

MATTER eg financial statements 

RESPONSIBLE 
PARTY 

Prepares 

INTENDED 
USER 

PROFESSIONAL 
ACCOUNTANT 

eg shareholders eg auditor 

Evaluates (against appropriate 

criteria, eg IFRS) 

Assures 

(usually by way of 

report or statement) 
 

� The professional accountant evaluates or measures a 
subject matter that is the responsibility of another party 
against identified suitable criteria, and expresses a 
conclusion that provides the intended user with a level 

of assurance about that subject matter. 

The professional accountant 

� Must be a member of an IFAC member body and hence 
the IFAC Code of Ethics applies. 

� If in practice, Section B of the Code applies and 
therefore must be fully independent. 

Subject matter 

� May take many forms, e.g.: 

� Data – e.g. historical, prospective, statistical, 
performance indicators. 

� Systems and processes – e.g. internal controls, 
recruitment, quality control. 

� Behaviour – e.g. corporate governance, 
compliance with regulations, ethics.  

� Must be identifiable, capable of consistent evaluation or 
measurement (against the suitable criteria) and in a 
form that can be subjected to procedures for gathering 
evidence (to support the evaluation or measurement). 
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Criteria 

� Standards or benchmarks used to evaluate or measure 
the subject matter of an assurance engagement. 

� Need to be suitable to enable reasonably consistent 
evaluation or measurement of the subject matter and 
must be context sensitive, i.e. relevant to the 
engagement process. 

Examples include IFRS for financial statements; 
internal procedure manual for the operation of that 
procedure; internal control framework for internal 
controls; laws and regulations for compliance with such 
laws or regulations; contract terms and conditions for 
performance under that contract.  

Engagement process 

� Very similar to the audit process – agree terms of 
engagement, understand the business in the context of 
the engagement, consider materiality and engagement 
risk, plan and conduct the engagement to obtain 
sufficient appropriate evidence and apply professional 
judgement to be able to express an opinion. 

Conclusion 

� Provides a level of assurance as to whether the subject 
matter conforms in all material respects with the 
identified criteria. 

� Reasonable level of assurance means that the assurance 
engagement risk has been reduced to an acceptably low 
level as the basis for a positive form of expression (the 
professional accountant has obtain sufficient 
appropriate evidence to be able to conclude that the 
subject matter conforms in all material respects with 
identified suitable criteria.) 

� Limited level of assurance means that sufficient 
appropriate evidence has been obtained (to be satisfied 
that the subject matter is plausible in the circumstances) 
as the basis for a negative form of expression. 

Assertion-based engagements 

� The conclusion relates to an assertion made by the 
responsible party.   

� The professional accountant either expresses a 
conclusion about the assertion or provides a conclusion 
about the subject matter in a form similar to the 
assertion made, e.g. the directors assert that the 
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financial statements show a true and fair view; the 
auditors report to the shareholders in similar form. 

Direct reporting engagements 

� The professional accountant expresses an opinion on 
the subject matter, based on suitable criteria, regardless 
of whether the responsible party has made a written 
assertion on the subject matter, e.g. compliance with an 
agreed quality control programme  

REASONABLE ASSURANCE ENGAGEMENTS 

� ISAE 3000 provides specific standards to be applied on 
reasonable assurance engagements.   These are very 
similar to those for an audit.  ISAs will be referred to as 
necessary on assurance engagements, e.g. ISA 500 
when considering sufficient appropriate, evidence and 
ISA 620 when using the work of an expert.   

� Additional elements relevant to understanding the 
Framework include: 

� Only accept engagement if the subject matter is 
the identifiable, can be subjected to evidence 
gather procedures and is the responsibility of 
another party (e.g. as evidenced by a written 
acknowledgement, legislation or a contract). 

� Criteria may be established (e.g. laws and 
regulations) or specifically developed. 

� Criteria will be suitable when relevant, reliable, 
neutral (i.e. free from bias), understandable and 
complete. 

Report 

� Should be tailored to the specific engagement 
circumstances.  ISAE 3000 does not require a 
standardised format of reporting, but prescribes the 
minimum information requirements, e.g.: 

� Title and addressee. 

� Description of the engagement and identification 
of the subject matter including engagement 
objective, subject matter and time period covered 
(when appropriate). 

� Identification of the responsible party and a 
description of the practitioner’s responsibilities. 

� Where applicable, identification of the parties to 
whom the report is restricted and for what purpose 
it was prepared. 

� Identification of the standards under which the 
engagement was conducted. 
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� Identification of the criteria so readers can 
understand the basis for the conclusions.  

� Practitioner’s conclusion, including any 
reservations or denial of a conclusion. 

� Report date.  

� Name of firm or practitioner and place of issue of 
the report. 

� The conclusion should clearly express circumstances 
where: 

� one, some or all aspects of the subject matter do 
not conform to the identified criteria 
(disagreement); 

� the assertion prepared by the responsible party is 
inappropriate in terms of the identified criteria 
(disagreement); or 

� sufficient appropriate evidence to evaluate one or 
more aspects of the subject matter’s conformity 
with the identified criteria cannot be obtained 
(limitation of scope). 

Reasonable level assertion report (extracts) 

The objective of this Assurance engagement is to report on 
the effectiveness of the internal control structure for financial 
reporting of Jasper Inc.  The directors of Jasper Inc are 
responsible for maintaining an effective internal control 
structure including controls in relation to financial reporting.  
The directors’ assertion about the effectiveness of the internal 
control structure for financial reporting is included on page 
23 of the Jasper Inc 2000 Annual Report. 

Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on the 
effectiveness of the internal control structure for financial 
reporting to the shareholders of Jasper Inc.  This conclusion 
is based on the procedures that we determined to be 
necessary for the collection of sufficient appropriate 
evidence, that evidence being persuasive rather than 
conclusive in nature, in order to obtain a reasonable level of 
assurance as to the effectiveness of the internal control 
structure.  Because of the inherent limitations of any internal 
control structure, errors or irregularities may occur and not be 
detected.  Also, projections of any evaluation of internal 
control to future periods are subject to the risk that the 
internal control may become inadequate because of changes 
in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the 
control procedures may deteriorate. 
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 This Assurance engagement has been undertaken in 
accordance with the International Standard on Assurance 
Engagements 3000 and accordingly included such tests and 
procedures, as we considered necessary in the circumstances.  

These procedures have been undertaken to determine 
whether the internal control structure has been adequately 
designed and operated effectively based on the [Framework] 
of the Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the 
Treadway Commission.  Based on our engagement 
procedures, the inherent limitations outlined above and the 
evidence collected, we conclude that Jasper Inc maintained, 
in all material respects, an effective internal control structure 
in relation to financial reporting for the period ..........  to 
..........  in accordance with [Framework] 

 

Limited level direct report (extracts) 

The objective of this Assurance engagement is to report on 
the implementation of the Group’s national voluntary 
redundancy program during the period ..........  to ..........  .  
The Chief Executive Officers are responsible for the 
implementation of the program. 

Our responsibility is to express to the Group’s Audit 
Committee a conclusion on whether the voluntary 
redundancy program has been complied with.  This 
conclusion is based on the application of limited procedures 
that we determined to be necessary for the collection of 
sufficient appropriate evidence in order to provide a 
moderate level of assurance; that evidence being persuasive 
rather than conclusive in nature.   

This Assurance engagement has been undertaken in 
accordance with the International Standard on Assurance 
Engagements.  This involved the selection of five operating 
divisions based on the materiality of redundancy expenditure.  
These divisions represented 67% of the number of 
redundancies and 73% of the expenditure on redundancy 
packages during the period ..........  to ..........  . 

Our procedures were restricted to a review of documentary 
evidence and analytical procedures, and provide less 
evidence than would be available by applying more extensive 
and comprehensive procedures.  The evidence provided by 
these procedures to identify the existence, adequacy and 
implementation of the Group’s “Managed Redundancy 
Program Policy”, restricts the assurance to a limited level 
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It was noted that as a general matter the need for and the 
benefits arising from redundancies are not well planned or 
measured, and there is no comparison of the costs of the 
redundancy program compared to benefits.  In the case of the 
Zt83 Division, the decision to outsource the IT function, 
resulting in 50 personnel being categorised as surplus to 
requirements and taking voluntary redundancy, did not meet 
competitive tendering requirements and was not subject to 
cost/benefit analysis.  

Based on our engagement procedures and the evidence 
collected, except for  the above reservations,  nothing has 
come to our attention that causes us to believe that the 
voluntary redundancy program has not, in all material 
respects, been implemented during the period ..........  to 
..........  in accordance with the Group’s “Managed 
Redundancy Program Policy”. 

 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

� Assurance that an entity’s profile of business risks is 
comprehensive and evaluation of whether the entity has 
appropriate systems in place to effectively manage 
those risks. 

� Independent assessments of the likelihood of adverse 
events of a significant magnitude and measurement of 
the possible magnitudes of the events if they occur. 

� Include: 

� identification and assessment of primary potential 
risks faced by an entity;  

� independent assessment of risks identified by an 
entity; and  

� evaluation of an entity’s systems for identifying 
and limiting risks. 

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

� Assurance that a performance measurement system 
(PMS) contains relevant and reliable measures for 
assessing the extent to which the entity’s goals and 
objectives are achieved or how its performance 
compares to competitors. 

� Focus is on providing assurance regarding an 
organization’s use of both financial and non-financial 
measures to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of 
its activities: 
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� Assessing the reliability of information reported – 
is the PMS measuring activities correctly and 
using appropriate performance objectives. 

� Benchmarking – by comparing the entity’s 
performance against that of competitors, assurance 
is required that both the internal and external 
sources of information are reliable. 

� Assessing the relevance of performance measures 
used by an entity – assuring that relevant measures 
are being used and fit with the strategic objectives. 

� Assessing an entity’s strategic objectives – 
reasonable, achievable, clearly defined and 
understood. 

� Where an entity does not have a PMS, the professional 
accountant will be able to establish relevant 
performance criteria and advise in the design and 
implementation of a PMS. 

VALUE FOR MONEY (VFM) 

� The evaluation of management’s achievement of 
operations in terms of: 

� economy   (obtaining specified resources at the 
lowest cost); 

� efficiency   (the maximum output from a given 
input or a given output from minimum input); and  

� effectiveness   (the achievement of outputs to meet 
objectives). 

 

 
Objectives 

Outputs Resources Process 
Inputs 

Effectiveness 

Efficiency 

Economy 

 

� Carried out to ensure that corporate resources, 
shareholders funds and taxpayers’ contributions are not 
wasted, e.g. unnecessary spending, misdirected 
spending, over-priced spending, under-recovered 
revenue, under/un-utilised resources, wasted resources.   

Operational VFM audits 

� Limited scope versions of the generic audit approach.   

� Ascertain whether or not management has the elements 
in place to perform tasks economically, efficiently and 
effectively and to measure their performance 
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� Emphasises quantifiable performance measures rather 
than the processes and people used to achieve them. 

SYSTEMS QUALITY AND RELIABILITY 

� Assurance that information systems provide reliable 
information for operating and financial decisions.  
Focuses on how well the system fulfils its role. 

� Information integrity and controls. 

� Internal control effectiveness. 

� Evolving into continuous, real-time assurance, thus 
implying embedded monitoring of systems or direct 
regular enquiries. 

� Need for pro-active monitoring rather than re-
active monitoring. 

� Mindset must be quality-by-design and continuous 
improvement rather than inspection-rejection-
rework. 

Systems quality 

� Provides users with assurance that a system has been 
designed and operated to produce reliable data. Involves 
testing (continuously) the integrity of an information 
system. 

Systems reliability 

� Provides an indication of the quality of information 
coming out of the organization’s systems over a period 
of time (evolving to be continuously). 

� Data from which the information is provided may be 
internally or externally generated. 

� Covers both internal (e.g. management corporate 
governance) and external (e.g. customer or surfer) use 
of the data store (e.g. database, website) to provide 
information. 

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 

� Assurance that systems and tools used in e-commerce 
provide appropriate data integrity , security, privacy and 
reliability. 

� Encompasses privacy and security transactions and 
communications and web assurance. 
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Integrity services 

� Provide assurance that: 

� the elements of a transaction or document are as 
agreed among the parties; and 

� the systems that process and store transactions and 
documents do not alter those elements. 

Security services 

� Provide assurance that: 

� the parties to transactions and documents are 
authentic and that such transactions and documents 
are protected from unauthorized disclosure; and 

� the systems that support transaction processing 
and storage provide appropriate authentication and 
protection. 
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PROSPECTIVE FINANCIAL INFORMATION  

(ISAE 3400) 

� Financial information based on assumptions about 
events that may occur in the future and possible actions 
by an entity.  Can be in the form of a: 

� forecast; 

� projection; or 

� combination (e.g. a one year forecast plus a five 
year projection). 

� Relates to a future period or an expired period where 
the auditor has yet to report. 

Audit objectives 

� To ensure that 

� Assumptions are not unreasonable and consistent 
with purpose of information. 

� PFI is properly prepared on the basis of the 
assumptions. 

� PFI is properly presented and all material 
assumptions are adequately disclosed (as best-
estimate or hypothetical assumptions). 

� PFI is prepared on a consistent basis with 
historical financial statements, using appropriate 
accounting principles. 

Accepting the engagement 

� Consider: 

� Form of PFI and its intended use. 

� Professional accountant’s own competence and 
experience. 

� The business – its economic substance and 
stability. 

� Management’s competence, integrity and past 
record in preparing PFI. 

� Whether information will be for general or limited 
distribution. 

� Form of opinion and recipient. 

� The nature of assumptions (i.e. best-estimate or 
hypothetical). 

� The elements to be included in the information. 

� The period covered by the information. 

� Time available. 
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� The acceptability of any limitations. 

� Do not accept (or withdraw from) an engagement if the 
assumptions are clearly unrealistic or the PFI will be 
inappropriate for its intended use. 

Knowledge of the business 

� Must be sufficient to evaluate whether all significant 
assumptions required for the preparation of the PFI 
have been identified.  Consider: 

� Internal controls over preparation of PFI and 
expertise and experience of persons involved.  
(Meet management to ascertain how PFI is 
prepared.) 

� Nature of documentation supporting 
management’s assumptions. 

� Extent to which statistical, mathematical and 
computer-assisted techniques are used. 

� Methods used to develop and apply assumptions. 

� Accuracy of PFI prepared in prior periods and 
reasons for significant variances. 

� Extent of reliance on historical financial 
information (audited?, prepared using acceptable 
accounting principles? modified reports?). 

Period covered 

� Consider: 

� Operating cycle (e.g. time required to complete a 
major construction project). 

� The degree of reliability of assumptions (e.g. short 
prospective periods for introducing new products). 

� The needs of users (e.g. time required to generate 
sufficient funds to repay a loan). 

� Assumptions become more speculative as the length of 
the period covered increases. 

Examination procedures 

� Consider: 

� The likelihood of material misstatement. 

� Knowledge obtained during any previous 
engagements. 

� Management’s competence in preparing PFI. 
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� The extent to which PFI is affected by the 
management’s judgment. 

� Adequacy and reliability of the underlying data. 

� Procedures include: 

� Assess source and reliability of evidence 
supporting assumptions. 

� Consider significant implications of hypothetical 
assumptions. 

� Make clerical checks such as recomputation. 

� Review internal consistency of amounts based on 
common variables (e.g. interest rates). 

� Focus on areas particularly sensitive to variation 
that will have a material effect on the PFI. 

� Consider the interrelationship of other components 
in the financial statements. 

� When any elapsed portion of the current period is 
included in PFI, consider the extent to which 
procedures need to be applied to historical 
information. 

� Obtain written management representations 
regarding intended use of PFI, completeness of 
significant management assumptions and 
management’s acceptance of responsibility for 
PFI. 

Presentation and disclosure 

� Consider 

� Whether presentation of PFI is informative and 
not misleading. 

� Whether accounting policies are clearly disclosed 
in the notes to the PFI. 

� Sensitivity in material areas. 

� Whether assumptions are adequately disclosed. 

� The date as of which the PFI was prepared. 

� The basis of establishing points in a range. 

� Any change in accounting policy since the most 
recent historical financial statements. 
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Report format 

� Title 

� Addressee 

� Identification of the PFI. 

� A reference to ISAE 3400 (or relevant national 
standards or practices). 

� A statement that management is responsible for the PFI 
including assumptions. 

� Reference to the purpose and/or restricted distribution 
of the PFI. 

� A statement of negative assurance as to whether 
assumptions provide a reasonable basis for the PFI. 

� State whether evidence suggests assumptions do not 
provide a reasonable basis for PFI. 

� An opinion whether PFI is properly prepared on basis 
of assumptions and presented in accordance with 
relevant financial reporting framework. 

� Appropriate caveats concerning the achievability of 
results indicated by the PFI (as actual results are likely 
to differ since anticipated events frequently do not 
occur as expected). 

� Date of report on which procedures completed. 

� Auditor’s address. 

� Auditor’s signature. 

 

Modified opinions 

� The reporting accountant’s opinion should be modified 
if, for example: 

� the PFI is inappropriate for its intended use 
(adverse opinion or withdraw from the 
engagement); 

� significant assumptions appear unrealistic (adverse 
opinion depending on circumstances); 

� there is a serious lack of information to support 
reasonableness (disclaim, limitation of scope); 

� information is omitted such that the statement 
could be misleading (adverse or withdrawal from 
engagement); 

� presentation and disclosure is inadequate 
(qualified or adverse opinion or withdraw from 
engagement). 
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Report examples 

We have examined the company’s profit forecast covering 
the twelve months ending on the 30th June 2007 forecast in 
accordance with International Standards on Auditing 
applicable to the examination of prospective financial 
information.  Management is responsible for the forecast 
including the assumptions set out in Note X on which it is 
based. 
Based on our examination of the evidence supporting the 
assumptions, nothing has come to our attention which causes 
us to believe that these assumptions do not provide a 
reasonable basis for the forecast.   
Further, in our opinion the forecast is properly prepared on 
the basis of the assumptions and is presented in accordance 
with [relevant financial reporting framework]. 
Actual results are likely to be different from the forecast 
since anticipated events frequently do not occur as expected 
and the variation may be material. 

 
We have examined the projection of the profits to be earned 
by the company in the three years ending 31st December 
2007 in accordance with International Standards on Auditing 
applicable to the examination of prospective financial 
information.  Management is responsible for the projection 
including the assumptions set out in Note X on which it is 
based. 
This projection has been prepared for ……….  As the entity 
is in a start-up phase the projection has been prepared using a 
set of assumptions that include hypothetical assumptions 
about future events and management’s actions that are not 
necessarily expected to occur. Consequently, readers are 
cautioned that this projection may not be appropriate for 
purposes other than that described above. 

Based on our examination of the evidence supporting the 
assumptions, nothing has come to our attention which causes 
us to believe that these assumptions do not provide a 
reasonable basis for the projection, assuming that sales 
growth of 10% is achieved and costs are contained to a 
growth rate of 6% per annum.   
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Further, in our opinion the projection is properly prepared on 
the basis of the assumptions and is presented in accordance 
with generally accepted accounting principles. 

Even if the events anticipated under the hypothetical 
assumptions described above occur, actual results are still 
likely to be different from the projection since other 
anticipated events frequently do not occur as expected and 
the variation may be material. 
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FORENSIC AUDITING 

Definitions 

� Forensic accounting – engagements that result from 
actual or anticipated disputes or litigation. 

� Forensic audit – The process of gathering, analysing 
and reporting on data, in a pre-defined context, for the 
purpose of finding facts and/or evidence in the context 
of financial/legal disputes and/or irregularities and 
giving preventative advice in this area 

Forms 

� Fraud investigation (corruption, asset misappropriation 
and financial statement fraud) 

� Prove or disprove suspicions 

� Identify the individuals involved 

� Identify motive, opportunity and rational 

� Quantify losses 

� Provide the evidence for appropriate criminal 
proceedings 

� Identify risks of fraud and advice on managing the 
risks to an acceptable level 

� Negligence 

� Personal injury, fatal accident, medical 
negligence, professional negligence, personal 
negligence in causing damage to other’s property 

�  Identify circumstances and impact 

� Establish financial compensation required, e.g. for 
loss of earnings through injury 

� Insurance claims 

� Establishing loss of profits due to business 
interruption 

� Investigating and establishing quantity and value 
of a destroyed asset, e.g. inventory in a fire 

� Contract, copyright, royalty and matrimonial disputes 

� Asset tracing e.g. money laundering and proceeds of 
crime 

Approach 

� Broadly the same approach as to any assurance 
engagement under ISAE 3000, appropriately an audit, 
as many auditing techniques will be used during the 
investigation 
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� Ethics, quality control, engagement, planning, 
obtaining evidence and reporting 

� Integrity and objectivity must be of the highest order 

� The risks of self-review, advocacy and management 
threats to objectivity must be managed to ensure an 
acceptably low level 

� Competence covers legal, auditing, investigative, 
interview, interrogation, personal skills and court 
proceedings (including acting as an expert witness 
under cross-examination) 

� The scope of the investigation, objectives, 
management’s responsibilities, use of assumptions, 
estimates and judgement, form and content of the final 
report, timescale of investigations and report, access to 
information and people must all be established and 
encapsulated in an engagement letter 

� The report will be of a factual nature and is unlikely to 
provide any assurance, e.g. a true and fair view. 
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OTHER ENGAGEMENTS 

Comparison 

 

Auditing Other 

Audit Review Agree upon 

procedures 

Compilation 

Reasonable, 
but not 

absolute 
assurance 

Limited 
assurance 

No assurance No assurance 

Positive 
assurance 

report 

Negative 
assurance 

report 

Factual 
findings of 
procedures 

Identification 
of 

information 
compiled 

 

Approach 

� The professional accountant’s approach to any 
assignment is broadly the same regardless of the 
assignment: 

� Comply with the ethical Code (note independence 
only applies to assurance engagements where a 
reasonable or limited level of assurance is 
required). 

� Understand the nature of the assignment and the 
form of report that may be given. 

� Issue an engagement letter. 

� Plan the work carried out, e.g.: 

− Understand the business including its 
organisation, accounting systems, assets, 
liabilities, revenues and expenses. 

− Assess risk of giving inappropriate report. 

− Consider materiality. 

� Do the work in accordance with appropriate ISAs. 

� Review the work. 

� Consider subsequent events. 

� Issue the appropriate report/statement. 
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Terms of engagement 

� The form of a professional accountant’s letter of 
engagement is basically the same regardless of the 
service being carried out. 

� Basic elements would include: 

� Nature and objective of the service being 
performed.  Where this is not an audit this must be 
made very clear. 

� Management’s responsibility for subject matter. 

� Scope of assignment work (e.g. nature, timing and 
extent of the procedures to be applied) including 
reference to ISAs. 

� Access to records, documentation and other 
information requested (or as agreed)  in 
connection with the assignment. 

� A sample of the report expected to be rendered. 

� Statement that the engagement cannot be relied 
upon to disclose errors, illegal acts or other 
irregularities (e.g. fraud or defalcations) that may 
exist. 

� Statement that an audit is not being performed and 
that an audit opinion will not be expressed. 

� Limitation of distribution of report. 

Reports for limited assurance engagements 

� Title 

� Addressee 

� Opening or introductory paragraph 

� reason for engagement 

� identification of subject matter 

� statement of responsibilities 

� Scope paragraph 

� Applicable auditing standards (e.g. ISAs) 

� Limitation of work carried out (supports level of 
assurance provided) 

� Audit not performed, procedures provide less assurance 
than an audit 

� A statement of negative assurance 

� Date of report 
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� Auditor’s address 

� Auditor’s signature 

Reports where no assurance is given 

� Additional elements include: 

� Auditor is not independent of entity (where 
relevant). 

� Report restricted to parties that have agreed to 
procedures. 

� Report relates to specific subject matter and not to 
any other elements. 

� No assurance give – reporting element often a 
statement of fact. 

� No audit or review (if not a review) carried out. 

� Had an audit or review been carried out, other 
matters might have come to light and been 
reported. 

REVIEW ENGAGEMENT (ISRE 2400) 

� To enable an auditor to state whether, on the basis of 
procedures which do not provide all the evidence that 
would be required in an audit, anything has come to the 
auditor’s attention that causes the auditor to believe that 
the financial statements are not prepared, in all material 
respects, in accordance with an identified financial 
reporting framework (negative assurance). 

� Procedures cover: 

� Inquire of persons having responsibility for 
financial and accounting matters whether all 
transactions have been recorded; whether financial 
statements prepared in accordance with basis of 
accounting indicated and of changes in business 
activities and accounting principles and practices. 

� Carry out analytical procedures covering 
comparison of financial statements with prior 
periods & anticipated results and financial 
position, and study of relationships of elements of 
financial statements that would be expected to 
conform to a predictable pattern. 

� Inquire concerning actions taken at meetings that 
may affect the financial statements. 
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� Read financial statements to consider whether they 
appear to conform with the basis of accounting 
indicated. 

� Obtain reports from other auditors, if any. 

� Obtain written management representations when 
appropriate. 

� Inquire about subsequent events. 

Programme of work 

Typical “general” tests include: 

� Inquire whether all financial information is recorded 
completely, promptly and is authorised. 

� Inquire about accounting policies and consider whether 
they comply with IFRS, have been applied 
appropriately and consistently. 

� Inquire about the existence of transactions with related 
parties, how they have been accounted for and that they 
have been properly disclosed. 

� Inquire about contingencies and commitments. 

� Inquire about planes to dispose of major assets and 
business segments. 

� Obtain explanations from management for any unusual 
fluctuations or inconsistencies in the financial 
statements. 

Example work programme – trade payables 

� Inquire about the accounting policies for initially 
recording trade payables and whether the entity is 
entitled to any allowances given on such transactions. 

� Obtain and consider explanations of significant 
variations in account balances from previous periods or 
from those anticipated. 

� Obtain a schedule of trade payables and determine 
whether the total agrees with the trial balance. 

� Inquire whether balances are reconciled with creditors’ 
statements and compare with prior period balances.  
Compare turnover with prior periods. 

� Consider whether there could be material unrecorded 
liabilities. 

� Inquire whether payables to shareholders, directors and 
other related parties are separately disclosed.  
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Report (extracts) 

“We have reviewed the accompanying statement of financial 
position of …” 

“Our responsibility is to issue a report  …. based on our 
review.” 

“We conducted our review in accordance with …” 

“A review is primarily limited to inquiries of company 
personnel and analytical procedures ….and thus provides less 
assurance than an audit.” 

“We have not performed an audit, and accordingly, we do not 
express an audit opinion.” 

“Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention that 
causes us to believe that the accompanying financial 
statements do not give a true and fair view in accordance 
with International Accounting  Standards” 

Qualified reports (extracts) 

Material, but not adverse 

“Management has informed us that inventory has been stated 
at its cost which is in excess of its net realizable value.  
Management’s computation, which we have reviewed, shows 
that inventory, if valued at the lower of cost and net 
realisable value as required by International Accounting 
Standard 2 …..” 

“Based on our review, except for the effects of overstatement 
of inventory described in the previous paragraph, nothing has 
come to our attention …..” 

Adverse 

“As noted in X, these financial statements do not reflect the 
consolidation of the financial statements of subsidiary 
companies ….” 

“Based on our review, because of the perverse effect on the 
financial statements …. The accompanying financial 
statements do not give a true and fair view …” 
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REVIEW OF INTERIM FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

� The objective of the engagement is to conclude 
whether, on the basis of the analytical procedures 
applied and inquiries made, anything has come to the 
auditor’s attention that suggests that the information is 
not prepared in all material respects in accordance with 
an identified financial reporting framework 

Procedures 

� Interim financial information will not usually include 
sufficient information to give a true and fair view.  The 
scope of the review involves less work than a full audit 
and therefore provides a lower (moderate) level of 
assurance. 

� The review work will be broadly similar to that detailed 
above. 

� The review will not include: 

� tests of accounting records through inspection, 
observation or confirmation; 

� obtaining corroborative evidence in response to 
enquiries; or  

� other typical audit tests (e.g. test of controls or 
detailed testing of assets and liabilities). 

Going concern 

� The auditor should consider whether any significant 
factors identified at the previous audit have changed to 
such an extent as to affect the appropriateness of the 
going concern basis. 

� Particular attention should be given to the period since 
reporting on the last full financial statements. 

� Enquiries may be limited to discussions with 
management about changes to cash flow and banking 
arrangements where there are no significant concerns. 

Report (extracts) 

“We have reviewed the accompanying statement of financial 
position of …(etc)” 

“On the basis of our review we are not aware of any material 
modifications that should be made to the financial 
information as presented for the six months ended 30 June 
2005.” 
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DUE DILIGENCE 

� The process of systematically obtaining and assessing 
information in order to identify and contain the risks 
associated with a transaction (e.g. buying a business) to 
an acceptable level. 

� A due diligence review may merely validate 
information previously obtained.  For example: 

� an “audit” of financial statements; 

� a review of tax returns; 

� an examination of accounting and administrative 
practices. 

� Or it may consider specific non-financial matters e.g. 
organisational, business risk, HR or cultural fits. 

� The scope of a due diligence assignment usually varies 
between: 

� a review concentrating on financial and specific 
operations matters (e.g. inventory control or 
manufacturing processes); and 

� a comprehensive review on every aspect of the 
seller’s company (which might at most equate to 
an annual audit plus non-financial concerns). 

� In comparing the audit of receivables, the due diligence 
work on receivables may be: 

� detailed testing (as for an audit); or 

� a review of debt-aging, collectibility, allowances 
for doubtful debt and bad debt write-offs; or 

� seller representations and warranties (which might 
introduce “purchase price hold backs”). 

AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES (ISRS 4400) 

� Procedures of an audit nature to which the auditor, the 
entity and any appropriate third parties have agreed and 
to report on factual findings. 

� Standard audit procedures may be used, but as the scope 
of the work is based on the client’s requirements, the 
work is not an audit. 

� No level of assurance is given.  The report is based on 
the factual findings of the auditor.  The recipient of the 
report must draw their own conclusions from the 
auditor’s findings. 
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Report (extracts) 

“We have performed the procedures agreed with you and 
enumerated below with respect to …… Our engagement was 
undertaken in accordance with the International Standard on 
Related Services.  The procedures were performed solely to 
assist you in …. and are summarised as follows: …..” 

“We report our findings below: …..” 

“Because the above procedures do not constitute either an 
audit or a review … we do not express any assurance on ….” 

“Had we performed additional procedures or had performed 
an audit or review …. Other matters might have come to our 
attention that would have been reported to you.” 

“Our report is solely for the purpose set out in the first 
paragraph …. and is not to be used for any other purpose or 
to be distributed to any other parties.” 

COMPILATIONS (ISRS 4410) 

� The accountant uses accounting expertise, as opposed to 
auditing expertise, to collect, classify and summarize 
financial information. 

� Procedures employed are not designed and do not 
enable the accountant to express any assurance.  The 
accountant is not expected to: 

� test assertions underlying information or assess 
internal controls; 

� make any inquiries of management to assess the 
reliability and completeness of the information 
provided; 

� verify any matters or verify any explanations. 

� Users of compiled financial information derive some 
benefit because service has been performed with 
professional competence and due care. 

� If information supplied by management is incorrect, 
incomplete or unsatisfactory, further enquiries should 
be made.  If management refuse to provide such 
information, the accountant should withdraw. 

� If there is a departure from generally accepted 
accounting principles, and the client refuses to change, 
consider the impact on the report and the association 
with the financial statements. 
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Report (extracts) 

“On the basis of information provided by management we 
have compiled in accordance with (applicable standards). the 
statement of financial position of …. as of  … and statements 
of income and cash flows for the year then ended.  
Management is responsible for these financial statements.  
We have not audited or reviewed these financial statements 
and accordingly express no assurance thereon.” 

Report with additional information  

“We draw your attention to Note X to the financial 
statements because management has elected not to capitalise 
the leases on plant and machinery which is a departure from 
the identified financial reporting framework of International 
Accounting Standards.” 

� Note that in this case, the reporting accountant has 
accepted that the information disclosed is sufficient to 
explain the position of management.  If they felt that the 
note was insufficient and management refused to 
change, they would withdraw and issue no report.  
There is no compilation equivalent of an adverse or 
disclaimer audit opinion. 
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AUDITOR’S REPORT 

Basic elements (ISA 700) 

� Title 

� Addressee 

� Opening or introductory paragraph 

� financial statements audited 
� date and period covered 

� Statements of responsibility  

� management – for the financial statements 
(includes internal control, accounting policies and 
estimates); and 

� auditor – to express an opinion (based on ISA, 
ethics and  planned/performed to obtain 
reasonable assurance). 

� Scope paragraph 

� involves the performance of procedures to obtain 
audit evidence; 

� depends on auditor’s judgement; 

� assessment of risks of material misstatement; 

� considers internal control, appropriateness of 
accounting polices, reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and overall presentation of the financial 
statements. 

� states that the audit evidence is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a reasonable basis for the 
opinion. 

� Opinion paragraph 

� identify financial framework used, e.g. IFRS 

� “true and fair view” (or “present fairly, in all 
material respects”) in accordance with financial 
reporting framework; and 

� compliance with requirements of statutes or law. 

� Date of completion of audit, not before date financial 
statements are signed or approved by management. 

� Auditor’s address 

� Auditor’s signature and the firm and/or personal name 
of auditor. 
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Unqualified report (ISA 700) 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE 

SHAREHOLDERS OF ABC COMPANY 

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of 

ABC Company on pages 54 to 69, which comprise the 

statement of financial position as at December 31, 20X1, and 

the income statement, statement of changes in equity and 

cash flow statement for the year then ended, and a summary 

of significant accounting policies and other explanatory 

notes  

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair 

presentation of these financial statements in accordance with 

International Financial Reporting Standards.  This 

responsibility includes: designing, implementing and 

maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and 

fair presentation of financial statements that are free from 

material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; 

selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and 

making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the 

circumstances    

Auditor’s Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial 

statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in 

accordance with International Standards on Auditing.  Those 

standards require that we comply with ethical requirements 

and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 

assurance whether the financial statements are free from 

material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit 

evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial 

statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s 

judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material 

misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to 

fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor 

considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation 

and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to 

design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 

circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 

opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 

accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates made by management, as well as 

evaluating the overall presentation of the financial 

statements  
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is 

sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit 

opinion 

Opinion 

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair 

view of the financial position of ABC Company as of 

December 31, 20X1, and of its financial performance and its 

cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with 

International Financial Reporting Standards. 

 

Qualified reports (ISA 701) 

 

there is a LIMITATION 
ON THE SCOPE of the 

auditor's work

there is DISAGREEMENT  
with management regarding 

accounting policies selected or 
FS disclosures

Inadequate 
disclosure (eg failure 

to comply with 
relevant ISA or 

legislation)
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Imposed by entity 
(auditor would not 

normally accept 
engagement)

"So material AND 
pervasive" that  

unable to express 
opinion 

DISCLAIMER

"So material AND 
pervasive" that  qualification 

is not adequate (FS 
misleading/incomplete) 

ADVERSE

Not so material and pervasive
QUALIFIED OPINION

"EXCEPT FOR"

Imposed by 
circumstances (eg 

appointed after physical 
inventory count or 

inadequate acc   records)
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Describe in a separate paragraph preceding the  opinion paragraph (may 
refer to discussion in note to financial statements) - see 5.5 illustrations

Inappropriate acc  
method

g

Not so material and pervasive
QUALIFIED OPINION

"EXCEPT FOR"

Not so material and pervasive
QUALIFIED OPINION

"EXCEPT FOR"
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Decision 2

Material So material AND pervasive that . . .

D

e

c

i

s

Disagreement

Qualified ie
“Except for”

... FS are seriously misleading/incomplete

Adverse

i

o

n

1

Limitation

on scope

Qualified ie
“Except for”

 . . . unable to express an opinion

Disclaimer

 

� When an opinion is other than unqualified the report 
should include: 

� a clear description or the reasons; and 

� quantification of possible effects, when practicable 

� For a limitation on scope resulting in an opinion that is 
other than unqualified: 

� the limitation should be described 

� possible adjustments should be indicated 

 

 

Qualified opinion extract – limitation on scope 

“We have audited  …. 

Management is responsible for  ….. 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial 
statements based on our audit.  Except * as discussed in the 
following paragraph, we conducted our audit in accordance 
with …. 

We did not observe the counting of the physical inventories 
as of December 31 20X1, since that date was prior to the 
time we were initially engaged as auditors for the Company.  
Owing to the nature of the Company’s records, we were 
unable to satisfy ourselves as to inventory quantities by other 
audit procedures. 

In our opinion, except for the effects of such adjustments, if 
any, as might have been determined to be necessary had we 
been able to satisfy ourselves as to physical inventory 
quantities, the financial statements give a true and …”. 
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Disclaimer of opinion extract – limitation on scope 

“We were engaged to audit the accompanying statement of 
financial position of the ABC Company as of December 31 
200X, and the related statements of income, and cash flows 
for the year then ended.   

Management is responsible for …. 

(Omit sentence stating responsibility of auditors as no 
opinion is to be given) 

(Omit or amend paragraph discussing scope of audit 
according to the circumstances.  Add a paragraph discussing 
the scope limitation as follows) 

We were not able to observe all physical inventories and 
confirm accounts receivable due to limitations placed on the 
scope of our work by the Company. 

Because of the significance of the matters discussed in the 
preceding paragraph, we do not express an opinion on the 
financial statements.” 

 

Disagreement – qualified opinion 

“We have audited ...  

Management is responsible for …. 

Our responsibility is to … 

As discussed in Note X to the financial statements, no 
depreciation has been provided in the financial statements 
which practice, in our opinion, is not in accordance with 
International Accounting Standards.  The provision for the 
year ended December 31 200X, should be xxx based on the 
straight-line method of depreciation using annual rates of 5% 
for the building and 20% for the equipment.  Accordingly, 
the fixed assets should be reduced by accumulated 
depreciation of xxx and the loss for the year and accumulated 
deficit should be increased by xxx and xxx, respectively. 

In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial 
statements of the matter referred to in the preceding 
paragraph, the financial statements give a true and …. 
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Disagreement – adverse opinion 

“We have audited .... 

Management is responsible for … 

Our responsibility is to … 

(Paragraph(s) discussing the disagreement). 

In our opinion, because of the effects of the matters discussed 
in the preceding paragraph(s), the financial statements do not 
give a true and fair view of (or do not “present fairly”) the 
financial position of the Company as of December 31 200X, 
and of the results of its operations and its cash flows for the 
year then ended in accordance with ...[standards]  (and do not 
comply with ...[statute])." 

 

EMPHASIS OF MATTER 

� To highlight a matter affecting the financial statements 
which is included in a note to the financial statements 
that more extensively discusses the matter. 

� Separate paragraph after the opinion paragraph.  Will 
refer to the fact that the auditor’s opinion is not 
qualified. 

� Used when there is a: 

� material matter regarding a going concern 
problem; or a 

� significant uncertainty (other than a going concern 
problem), the resolution of which is dependent 
upon future events (not under direct control of 
entity) and which may affect the financial 
statements.  

Illustration 

“In our opinion ...  

Without qualifying our opinion we draw attention to Note X 

to the financial statements.  The Company is the defendant in 

a lawsuit alleging infringement of certain patent rights and 

claiming royalties and punitive damages.  The Company has 

filed a counter action, and preliminary hearings and 

discovery proceedings on both actions are in progress.  The 

ultimate outcome of the matter cannot presently be 

determined, and no provision for any liability that may result 

has been made in the financial statements 
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REPORTING ON COMPLIANCE WITH IFRS (IAPS 

1014) 

� Financial statements should not be described as 
complying with IFRSs unless they comply with all the 
requirements of each applicable standard and each 
applicable interpretation of IFRS – otherwise qualify on 
the basis of disagreement. 

Indicators of non-compliance 

� A note to the financial statements indicates that they 
have been prepared in accordance with IFRSs but then 
go on to specify certain departures (e.g. non-disclosure 
of sales for geographical segments). 

� A note identifies specific IFRS requirements used to 
prepare the financial statements, but these do not 
include all the requirements necessary for full 
compliance. 

� A note discloses partial compliance with IFRSs without 
reference to specific departures.  For example, the 
financial statements are: 

� “based on IFRSs”; or “comply with the significant 
requirements of IFRSs” 

Report referring to non-compliance with IFRS 

Note 1 to the financial statements indicates that the financial 
statements have been prepared in accordance with [relevant 
NFRF] and are substantially in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) except that they do 
not comply with IAS 12 “Income Taxes”.  Given the 
significant effect in this case on the company’s financial 
statements of non-compliance with IAS 12 and given that the 
company has not disclosed the effect of this departure from 
IFRSs, the reference to compliance with IFRSs is considered 
misleading 

In our opinion, except for the inclusion of the reference to 
compliance with IFRSs, the financial statements present 
fairly in all material respects the financial position of the 
Company as of December 31, 20X1, and of the results of its 
operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in 
accordance with [financial reporting framework] (and 
comply with [relevant statutes or law). 
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Simultaneous compliance with IFRS 

� Where a note indicates full compliance with both IFRS 
and another reporting framework, such compliance 
must be simultaneous (rare) to both frameworks and 
without the need of a reconciliation. 

� The audit report must give an opinion on both reporting 
standards. 

� Where financial statements are prepared under a local 
reporting framework with a note reconciling to IFRS, 
the financial statements are not in compliance with 
IFRS. 

Reporting compliance with local framework but non-

compliance with IFRS 

“Note 1 to the financial statements indicates that the financial 
statements have been prepared in accordance with [relevant 
NFRF] and IFRSs.  As discussed in Note # to the financial 
statements, the Company has investment properties carried at 
cost less accumulated depreciation amounting to $x.  This 
accounting is required by [relevant NFRF] and permitted by 
IFRSs.  The fair value of these investment properties of $X 
has not been disclosed.  Such disclosure is not required by 
[relevant NFRF], but is required by IFRS 40 “Investment 
properties”. 

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair 
view of (or “present fairly, in all material respects,”) the 
financial position of the Company as of December 31, 200X, 
and of the results of its operations and its cash flows for the 
year then ended in accordance with [title of NFRF with 
reference to the country of origin] (and comply with [refer to 
relevant statutes or law]), and, except for the effect on the 
financial statements of the matter referred to in the preceding 
paragraph, the financial statements give a true and fair view 
of (or “present fairly, in all material respects,”) the financial 
position of the Company as of December 31, 200X, and of 
the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year 
then ended in accordance with IFRSs.” 
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STUDENT ACCOUNTANT 

www.accaglobal.com 

It is essential that articles written by the examiner are read 
and fully understood.  Always access for new articles 
published before the exam. 

Core understanding (relates to all examinations) 

� Exam technique (Sept 09) 

� The importance of financial reporting standards to the 
auditor (Apr 09) 

� Continue to be rest assured (Oct 07) 

� How to tackle audit and assurance case study questions 
Part 2 (Sept 07) 

� How to tackle audit and assurance case study questions 
Part 1 (Aug 07) 

� Examiners approach to P7 (Jan 07) 

� Reading the question – June 2005 

� Professional ethics – a kloser look – April 2003 

� Divided opinion – Nov 2002 

� Tackling the discussion question – November 2001 

� Technique in auditing questions Part 2 – October 2001 

� Technique in auditing questions – September 2001 

� Audit and assurance services – July 2001 

Topic specific 

� Clarity project (Aug 09) 

� Massaging the figures (Apr 09) 

� Fraud (Mar 09) 

� Forensic auditing (September 08)  

� Reports to those charged with governance (April 08) 

� Group audits (Mar 08) 

� Risk based approach to auditing (Feb 08) 

� Risk – business or audit? (Aug 07) 

� Audit working papers (Feb 06) 

� After the event? (Jan 06) 

� Money laundering (Feb 05) 

� Audit risk in a brave new world (Sept 04) 

� Earnings management – why worry about it? (Apr 04) 

� Reporting on reports on reporting (Apr 03) 

� Service organisations (March 2003) 

� e-com, e-saw, e-audit (Apr 02) 

� Rest assured  (Jun 01) 
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WEBSITES 

The higher skills required for Professional papers include 
analysis, interpretation, commercial awareness and 
professional commentary.  Your ability to enhance these 
skills will be greatly improved by regular research of key 
websites or through web searches using key words (eg . 
Parmalat, Royal Dutch Shell, Ahold, Sabannes-Oxley, MCI, 
WorldCom, Enron, audit reform, corporate governance, 
auditor liability, professional standards, money laundering, 
etc etc etc) 

Websites to be counted as “favourites” include: 

� ACCAglobal.com and ICAEW.co.uk   
� IFAC.org  (International Federation of Accountants) 
� IIA.org.uk  (Institute of Internal Auditors – UK) 
� Accountancyage.com  (Accountancy Age) 
� OECD.org 
� IASB.org 
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1) Q: 

 

Do I really need to go back to Paper P2 and 
revise all the IFRSs again? 

 A: YES – no escape.  The audit approach to IFRS is 
now highly examinable, as made clear by the 
examiner’s article  

A often repeated comment by the examiner in her 
reports is the poor understanding of IFRS and 
basic accounting principles by a significant 
number of candidates.  It’s as if F7/P2 are in 
distant memory never to be visited again! 

2) Q: As I have passed Paper F8 all I need do is to 
learn the new bits of the P7 syllabus, eg group 
audits, assurance services etc. Right? 

 A: Wrong! Professional papers test a higher set of 
skills than those required for F8 (eg in-depth 
comprehension, analysis, interpretation, 
evaluation, judgement, application of theory to 
practice, inferences, commercial awareness, 
professional commentary, thinking “outside of 
the box” etc).  You must be able to demonstrate 
the use of these skills when dealing with the 
assumed in-depth knowledge of Papers F7, F8 
and P2. 

  Again, the examiner often comments on the 
absence of these higher level skills in candidates’ 
answers.  Many candidates fail to provide the 
necessary depth of understanding, analysis and 
professional comment and just answer the 
question as if it were from Paper F8. 

3) Q: As I am an auditor, surely there is no need to do 
that much studying? 

 A: Do not be lulled into a false sense of security.  
Whilst your day-to-day work provides excellent 
practical experience in some areas of the syllabus 
it is unlikely that your range of work will cover 
all the areas that will be examined in sufficient 
depth, eg professional appointments,  assurance 
services, current issues.  

Study system application and external research 
are essential. 

4) Q: Is the ATC Study System and question banks 
sufficient to get me through?  If I learn 
everything in the study system, will I learn 
enough to pass?  
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 A: The ATC Study System and question banks are 
as a comprehensive a set of material that you will 
be able to find.   

However, you must supplement your studies by 
reading all relevant Student Accountant articles 
and reviewing appropriate websites (eg ACCA, 
IFAC, IASB) and the financial press (eg 
Financial Times, Economist) to keep yourself 
abreast of current developments. 

Very few marks will be gained just by wrote 
learning the study system or articles in Student 
Accountant.   

The key is to be able to apply the underlying 
theory and knowledge learnt from the study 
system, together with your practical experience 
and research, to the practical environment 
demanded by the exam.   

Past 3.1/P7 question practice is critical to be able 
to understand how the examiner thinks and 
works. 

 
 
 

5) Q: How critical are the articles in Student 
Accountant written by the examiner? 

 A Very!  Examiners, in general, are very busy 
people.  They will therefore only write articles 
with a purpose, ie the subject is very likely to be 
examined at some stage in the future. 

Note that the Exam Notes state that whilst topics 
of EDs are examinable, a detailed knowledge of 
the EDs will only be examined to the extent that 
relevant articles are published in Student 
Accountant.  So if you do not read these articles 
…… 
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Topic Pilot 

 Paper 

Dec  

2007 

June 

2008 

Dec  

2008 

June  

2009 

  

Business risk Q1  Q1  Q1   

Audit risk  Q1      

Financial statement risk   Q1 Q1    

Tendering     Q2   

Group audit Q1  Q2     

Transnational audits     Q2   

Forensic investigations Q2 Q3  Q2    

Due diligence   Q2     

Interim financial statements     Q3   

KPI  Q2  Q1    

Ethics Q5     Q4 Q4/5 Q2/4 Q4   

Auditor appointment   Q1  Q2   

Quality control Q3 Q1 Q3     

Outsourcing  Q2      

Review assignment  Q5      

Assurance assignments  Q3      
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Topic Pilot 

 Paper 

Dec  

2007 

June 

2008 

Dec  

2008 

June  

2009 

  

Money laundering  Q4      

Related parties   Q3     

Work of an expert    Q3    

Development costs  Q2      

Receivables   Q3     

Warranty provision  Q1      

Share-based payments    Q1    

Construction costs     Q1   

Advertising expense     Q1   

Leases     Q3   

Fair value    Q3    

Financial assets     Q3   

Management letters   Q5     

Going concern    Q5    

Auditor’s report Q4 Q5 Q5 Q5 Q5   
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General Comments 

The June 2009 paper challenged candidates to think 
practically and commercially in a variety of situations, 
including tendering for a transnational audit engagement, 
appraising a modified audit report, evaluating business risks 
for an established client, and considering the ethical 
implications of a client lacking integrity.  

Some candidates displayed sound technical knowledge, 
sound application skills, an ability to communicate ideas with 
clarity and above all the capacity to answer the specific 
question requirements. Unfortunately most candidates did not 
rise to the challenge, resulting in scripts that lacked focus, 
were too brief, and failed to adequately address the specific 
requirements of the questions.  

The examination comprised two compulsory questions in 
Section A, split between question 1 – 34 marks, and question 
2 – 32 marks. Both questions contained a case study scenario, 
and a number of requirements covering different syllabus 
areas.  

Section B contained three questions, each for 17 marks. Each 
optional question included a short scenario, and several 
requirements. Of the section B questions, question 3 was the 
least popular, and question 4 the most popular.  

 

The vast majority of candidates attempted the correct number 
of questions. However, the examiner would like to remind 
candidates that attempting all of the section B questions is 
likely to severely detract from the quality of answers 
provided.  

The overall pass rate continues to be disappointing. The 
factors contributing to the poor pass rate for this sitting 
include:  

� Failing to answer the specific question requirements  

� Providing answers that are not tailored to the question 
scenario  

� Not explaining answers in sufficient detail  

� Making too few comments given the mark allocation of 
a requirement  

� Illegible handwriting in some cases – this problem 
seems to have increased since the last sitting.  

The rest of this report contains a discussion of each question, 
highlighting the requirements that were answered well, and 
the areas that need improvement.  
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Specific Comments  

Question One  

This 34 mark question was set in the scenario of a large 
company operating restaurants, using 4 distinct brand names, 
and facing challenges such as onerous regulatory 
requirements, a declining profit margin and a reduction in 
cash. The question requirements focused on gaining business 
understanding, business risk evaluation, and audit 
procedures.  

Some candidates performed well overall, especially those 
who spent an appropriate amount of time on each of the 
question requirements. However, a significant proportion of 
candidates either failed to answer the final requirement, or 
produced extremely brief answers to the final requirement.  

Requirement (a) asked candidates to prepare briefing notes to 
identify and explain aspects of a client’s business that should 
be considered in gaining an understanding of the business, 
and to recommend necessary procedures to gain that 
understanding. Professional marks were available for the 
clarity, format and presentation of the answer. Most 
candidates attempted the first part of the requirement well, 
being able to identify various aspects that contribute towards 
business understanding, such as relevant laws and 

regulations, and industry factors such as suppliers and 
competitive forces.  

Fewer candidates recognised the need to understand the 
internal control environment, and fewer still mentioned the 
importance of understanding the relevant financial reporting 
framework and performance measures of the client. Only a 
very few candidates were aware of the relevance of ISA 315 
Identifying and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement 

Through Understanding the Entity and Its Environment, on 
which the question requirement was based.  

In terms of procedures, most candidates recognised the 
importance of a meeting with management, but fewer 
commented on the need for analytical procedures, or a visit 
to the client to observe activities. In addition, the procedures 
were usually not well explained, for example, enquiries of 
management had to be inferred from ‘I will have a chat with 
the directors’, and inspection from comments ‘read press 
cuttings’ and ‘get a copy of the organisational chart’.  

Most candidates attempted to produce their answer in the 
form of briefing notes, using appropriate headings and a clear 
structure. Candidates however tended not to gain the 
professional mark available for the clarity of their answer, 
because explanations were often confused, repetitive, or non-
existent. Some candidates did not separate their answers into 
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(ai) and (aii), which, as well as making the answer hard to 
mark, meant that professional marks were hard to award, as 
the answers were often confusing and would not have been 
clear enough for the audit team to follow.  

Regarding the use of professional language, candidates need 
to bear in mind that professional marks are awarded partly 
for the quality of language used. This requirement asked for 
briefing notes to be used at a meeting with your audit team. 
So comments such as ‘you need to google the client’, ‘the 
client may be facing massive risks that need to get sorted’, 
and ‘ask the client whether they have any integrity’ will 
detract from the quality of the answer provided.  

A final comment on (a) – many answers seemed 
disproportionately long given the marks available. This 
usually meant that the answers to (b) and (c) were rushed and 
not detailed enough to score well. Candidates are reminded 
of the need to carefully allocate time between question 
requirements.  

Requirement (b) asked for an evaluation of business risks 
facing the company. Risk assessment is a key part of the 
syllabus, as highlighted in the Examiners’ Approach article, 
and this part of the question should not have been a surprise 
to candidates. It was therefore pleasing to see the majority of 
candidates perform reasonably well on this requirement.  

The scenario contained a variety of business risks, and most 
candidates covered a range of these risks in their answer. 
Candidates who performed well on this requirement tended 
to identify and explain the various business risks in the 
specific context of the question. For example, identifying that 
non-compliance with health and safety regulations is a major 
risk, and then going on to explain that in the event of non-
compliance, the company may face monetary penalties, or 
the revocation of an operating license. Some candidates 
considered that the current economic climate means that 
fewer people are spending money in luxurious restaurants, 
posing a risk to the City Sizzler chain in particular. Most 
candidates used headings to provide a logical structure, and 
the best answered ended with a conclusion as to the overall 
level of risk exposure, and a prioritisation of risks.  

However, there were some common weaknesses to the 
business risk evaluation, outlined below:  

� Failure to use the financial information provided to 
identify risks – candidates should have used the figures 
provided to calculate profit margins, consider the 
declining level of cash, and to calculate the trend in 
revenue for each of the brands  

� Focussing on financial statement risk, which was NOT 
a requirement of the question, for example, discussion 
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of the impact on the financial statements of provisions, 
impairment, etc was not relevant to the requirement  

� Trying to link every risk identified to a going concern 
risk – it is true that Champers had a number of serious 
business risks which could culminate in business 
failure, however, candidates should appreciate that there 
are many risks which business face prior to going out of 
business  

Some risks that amounted to general speculation, for example 
‘the risk of lorries from the busy road crashing into 
restaurants and killing people, leading to a loss of customers 
and revenue’. There were enough clear indications of risk in 
the scenario to make such speculation unnecessary.  

Requirement (c) tended to produce the weakest answers to 
this question.  

(ci) asked for principal audit procedures relevant to the 
amount capitalised in relation to the construction of new 
restaurants. Few candidates could suggest anything other 
than ‘check the relevant invoices’ or ‘check the amount was 
approved’. These comments are simply not specific enough 
to be given credit. Some candidates suggested procedures 
based on verifying the capitalised borrowing costs to finance 
agreements, and analytical procedures such as comparisons 
of the amounts capitalised in each restaurant.  

(cii) asked for audit procedures in relation to the amount 
recognised as an expense for advertising of a brand. Most 
candidates here failed to read the requirement, and the 
scenario, both of which stated that the advertising costs had 
been expensed. Most candidates however, ignored this fact 
and discussed the merits of recognising the amount as an 
intangible asset, which as well as being completely irrelevant 
is also technically incorrect. Only the best answers provided 
any relevant audit procedures at all for this expense.  

Candidates are reminded to restrict their comments to those 
which are specific to the question requirement; in this case 
ONLY principal audit procedures were required in both parts 
of (c). Therefore discussions of materiality, relevant financial 
reporting standards, and implications for the audit opinion 
were irrelevant. Again, most procedures, when provided, 
were too vague to be awarded credit, typical examples being 
‘check for the accuracy of the expense’, or ‘check correct 
classification of the expense’.  

Finally, candidates should remember that written 
representations from management as a source of audit 
evidence should generally be reserved for situations where 
evidence is not available from other sources. It was 
disappointing to see that for both (ci) and (cii), management 
representations were commonly recommended as a principal 
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audit procedure, usually along with ‘check for board 
approval’.  

Question Two  

This question featured a large global group of companies, 
with ambitious expansion plans, which was listed on several 
stock exchanges. As mentioned in previous Examiners’ 
Reports and articles, group audit issues are considered to be 
an important part of the syllabus, so candidates should 
consider the comments made on this question carefully.  

Requirement (a) was a short factual requirement, not related 
to the detail of the question scenario, which asked candidates 
to explain four reasons why a firm of auditors may decide not 
to seek re-election as auditor. There were two main problems 
with answers to this requirement. Firstly, too few candidates 
actually provided an explanation of the reasons they gave. 
For example, an answer stated that the auditor had a 
disagreement with the client over something in the financial 
statements. While this is indeed a reason why the auditor 
may chose not to seek re-election, it is not an explanation, 
which would entail going on to say that the disagreement had 
caused a breakdown in the working relationship between the 
auditor and client, and that the auditor had lost faith in the 
competence and /or integrity of management.  

Secondly, the requirement asked for FOUR reasons. It is a 
waste of time and effort to provide more than the required 
number of reasons.  

The second requirement focussed on the audit tendering 
process, and asked for matters to be included in a tender 
document to be presented to the Dragon Group. This 
requirement seemed to polarise candidates. Those candidates 
who tailored their answer to the question scenario tended to 
do well, with a significant proportion achieving close to the 
maximum marks available. However, candidates who 
provided a list of points to be included in ANY tender, 
regardless of the information provided about the prospective 
client, and about your audit firm, scored inadequately. In 
other words, it is important to apply knowledge to score well, 
as is true for any scenario-based question.  

Sound answers to (b) appreciated that the point of the tender 
document is to sell your audit firm’s services to the client, 
and recommended points to include such as the global 
positioning of both audit firm and prospective client, the 
specialism of the audit firm in retail, and the firm’s ability to 
potentially provide services relating to the expansion plans of 
the group, such as due diligence.  

Weak answers simply stated vague comments: ‘we should 
discuss fees’, ‘we should set a deadline,’ etc. Some answers 
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confused a tender document with an engagement letter, and 
included points more suited to that document, such as a 
statement of responsibilities or a legal disclaimer.  

Inadequate answers to (b) were those that seemed to confuse 
the requirements with those of (c).  

Candidates are reminded that it is important to read ALL of 
the requirements of a question before beginning their answer, 
to avoid such confusion. Examples of statements commonly 
seen in answers to (b) which are more relevant to (c) are:  

� ‘are we competent to audit the group’  

� ‘can we audit the goodwill and foreign exchange 
transactions which are complex’  

� ‘will any of our audit staff want to go abroad to work’  

� ‘do any of our partners hold shares in Dragon Group’.  

These comments definitely do not belong in a tender 
document, which should highlight the audit firm’s 
capabilities to service the prospective client, rather than 
question the firm’s competence or ability to take on the 
assignment. Such comments indicate a failure to read and 
understand the question requirement, as well as a lack of 
commercial awareness.  

 

Requirement (c) asked candidates to evaluate the matters that 
should be considered before accepting the audit engagement. 
Answers here were weak, despite this being a regularly 
examined syllabus area. Most answers were not tailored to 
the question, and just provided a list of questions or actions, 
such as ‘get permission to contact previous auditor’, or 
‘check the integrity of management’, and ‘do we have the 
skill to audit foreign currencies’.  

Providing a list of such comments will not generate enough 
marks to pass the question requirement.  

Better answers discussed, amongst other points:  

� the risk posed by the numerous stock exchange listings 
of the potential client, and whether the audit fee would 
be enough to compensate for that risk  

� the practical difficulties entailed in co-ordinating an 
audit of more than 20 companies across many different 
countries  

� the tight deadline imposed by the potential client, 
especially in light of this being a first year audit, and the 
learning curve that the audit firm would need to go 
through.  
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Some candidates appeared to think that the audit would be 
too much trouble – a sizeable number of scripts contained 
comments such as ‘auditing a company far from our main 
office would be tedious and inconvenient’. I would suggest 
that most audit firms, on being successful in a tender for an 
audit as significant as this, would consider the inconvenience 
worthwhile.  

Requirement (c) had 2 professional marks associated, 
awarded for the clarity and presentation of the evaluation 
provided. It was not necessary to present the answer in a 
particular format, the presentation mark was awarded to 
candidates who used headings and a logical structure. An 
evaluation should contain prioritisation, and a conclusion, but 
very few candidates suggested that some of the matters they 
had considered were more important than others, and even 
fewer concluded as to whether the firm should accept the 
appointment as group auditor. 

Requirement (d) was the worst answered on the paper. 
Clearly, very few candidates had studied the issue of 
transnational audits, and answers displayed a lack of 
knowledge. (di) asked for a definition of transnational audit, 
and an explanation as to why the term was applicable to the 
Dragon Group audit. Only a small minority of candidates 
could provide the correct definition, the rest guessing from 
the scenario that it was ‘an audit covering many countries’, 

or ‘an audit performed by several audit firms from different 
countries’, neither of which is true. (dii) asked for two 
features of a transnational audit that contribute to a high level 
of audit risk. Answers again appeared to be based mainly on 
guesswork, with common suggestions being ‘language 
difficulties’ and ‘communication barriers’. However, some 
candidates could identify variations in auditing standards and 
financial reporting frameworks as issues contributing to high 
risk, but these points were rarely developed to their full 
potential.  

Question Three  

The first part of this question was a standard audit evidence 
question of the type seen in numerous previous examinations. 
Requirement (a) asked candidates to comment on the matters 
that should be considered, and the audit evidence they should 
expect to find in respect of finance leases of land and 
buildings (ai), and financial assets (aii). Nearly all candidates 
correctly calculated and concluded on the materiality of both 
items, and considered the financial reporting implications of 
the information provided.  

In terms of the finance leases, most candidates indentified the 
correct financial reporting standard, and discussed the 
classification of the lease as finance or operating lease. Some 
candidates could provide nothing further, but better answers 
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continued on to describe the factors that should be considered 
in lease classification, referring not just to ‘substance over 
form’, but to the specific indicators that risk and reward had 
passed to the lessee. Only a small minority of candidates 
discussed whether the lease should be unbundled into the 
separate land and buildings elements.  

The evidence points tended to be quite brief for this 
requirement, usually limited to ‘check the lease document’, 
‘check lease approved by management’ and the inevitable 
‘get management representation that it is a finance lease’. 
Such comments are much too vague, and better answers 
provided more specific pieces of evidence that should be 
sought, such as a recalculation of minimum lease payments, 
and a review of the clauses of the lease in terms of 
responsibility for insurance and repairs to the assets.  

(aii) was generally unsatisfactorily answered, and the 
information given in the question was often mis-interpreted. 
Candidates tended to know the number of the relevant 
financial reporting standard for financial assets, but not the 
technical content of that standard. Despite the question 
clearly stating that the assets are all investments in listed 
companies, a significant proportion of candidates chose to 
base their answer around investment properties, and others 
seemed to think the assets were some kind of inventory, to be 
valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value.  

Even those candidates who appreciated that the assets were 
investments were confused by terminology, frequently 
stating that ‘fair value through profit and loss’ and ‘held for 
trading’ are contradictory, which is not the case. Most 
candidates thought that the revaluation gain should not be 
recognised in profit for the year, which again is not the case.  

The evidence points were also inadequate for this 
requirement. Even a candidate lacking knowledge of the 
financial reporting issues for investments in listed companies 
should be able to suggest confirming the year end share price 
to an external source of information on share prices, such as 
the financial times, but unfortunately few candidates could 
even provide this as a piece of evidence.  

Requirement (b) was unsatisfactorily answered by almost all 
candidates. This asked for the principal analytical procedures 
that should be used to gather evidence in a review of interim 
financial information. Candidates are repeatedly reminded 
that non-audit engagements are part of the syllabus, and 
likely to feature regularly in the examination. However, few 
candidates seemed to know the purpose of a review of 
interim financial information, which meant that their answers 
lacked clarity. Most answers could only suggest a 
comparison with the prior period, and hardly any answers 
mentioned the disaggregation of data, or comparison with 
budget. Only a handful of candidates seemed aware of the 
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existence of ISRE 2410, Review of Interim Financial 

Information Performed by the Independent Auditor of the 

Entity, on which the requirement is based.  

Some candidates confused a ‘review of interim financial 
information’ with an ‘interim audit’, despite the short 
scenario describing a review of interim financial information 
for the avoidance of any such confusion.  

Question Four  

This was the most popular of the optional questions, and was 
based on ethical and professional issues. As noted in previous 
Examiners’ Reports, candidates seem to think that the ‘ethics 
question’ is an easy option, but the performance of 
candidates in this question continues to be disappointing.  

Requirement (a) asked candidates to explain the term 
‘professional competence and due care’ and to outline how 
firms can ensure the principle is complied with. Some 
answers to this requirement were sound, including a clear 
definition, and a number of practical suggestions, such as the 
provision of training for staff, study support for trainees, and 
the establishment of appraisals and monitoring procedures. A 
proportion of candidates achieved maximum marks for this 
requirement. However, some candidates could not provide a 
definition other than ‘professional competence is when you 
are competent to take on a professional engagement,’ which 

does not add anything to what is given in the question. Due 
care was sometimes badly defined as just ‘being careful’ or 
‘acting professionally’.  

Part (b) was based on a short scenario, in which your audit 
client has been found to be manufacturing dangerous goods, 
and has failed to recall those goods. Requirement (bi) asked 
for the issues raised, and the actions necessary in respect of 
the dangerous goods. Answers were often limited to brief 
comments relating to the client’s lack of integrity, and the 
need to recall the products. Many candidates missed the main 
point of the requirement, which was the auditor’s duty to 
maintain confidentiality, and whether that duty should be 
breached in this case in the public interest. Only the better 
answers considered the potential impact of the events on the 
financial statements, or the risk to the audit firm’s reputation 
if the situation is not handled appropriately. A significant 
proportion of candidates focussed entirely on what the client 
should do in this situation, (better quality control, sack the 
production manager, put a notice in newspapers, etc), and 
hardly mentioned the ethical and professional issues relating 
to the audit firm at all.  

Requirement (bii) focussed on the invitation to audit a 
competitor of your audit client. Although the mark allocation 
for (bii) was lower than that of (bi), most candidates wrote 
the same, or more, for (bii). Answers here tended to be 
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adequate, with the majority of answers identifying the 
problems of conflict of interest, and client confidentiality, 
and most were able to recommend appropriate actions such 
as full disclosure of the situation, and the use of separate 
teams for the two clients if the audit appointment were to go 
ahead.  

Question Five  

The final question of the paper focussed on audit reports, and 
fraudulent financial reporting, which had been discussed in a 
recent examiner’s article. Requirement (a) asked for an 
explanation of the term ‘fraudulent financial reporting’, with 
some examples to illustrate the explanation. Answers on the 
whole were reasonable, and in terms of illustration, a range 
of examples were usually provided.  

Requirement (b) was a critical appraisal of extracts from an 
audit report, which contained an adverse opinion due to 
disagreement, and an emphasis of matter paragraph 
concerning the non-disclosure of the earnings per share 
figure. Answers were on the whole unsatisfactory. As noted 
in previous examiners’ reports, candidates seem not to 
understand the concepts underpinning the qualification of an 
audit report, and have even less comprehension of the use of 
an emphasis of matter paragraph. 

 

Looking initially at the adverse opinion, most candidates 
correctly suggested that a disagreement had indeed occurred, 
and that an adverse opinion may be too harsh, meaning that 
an except for qualification would be more suitable. Fewer 
went on to criticise the audit report for its lack of 
quantification of the amount of the material misstatement.  

Most candidates did not appraise the wording of the extract, 
but there were easy marks to be gained here, for example, for 
suggesting that the title of the financial reporting standard 
should be written in full, and the lack of reference to note or 
page numbers where more information about the redundancy 
costs could be found in the financial statements. Few 
candidates suggested that the description of the disagreement 
was inadequate, though it was deliberately so. The best 
answers rightly criticised the use of the word ‘feel’ in an 
audit report, as well as it being inappropriate to put forward 
the views of the directors in the report.  

Regarding the emphasis of matter paragraph, a significant 
proportion of candidates did not attempt this part of the 
requirement. Those that did gained credit for briefly 
explaining the correct use of such a paragraph, but fewer 
went on to say why its use in this situation was inappropriate. 
Many candidates did not appreciate that the company in the 
question was listed, so disclosure of the earnings per share 
figure would be required.  
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Finally, many candidates were extremely concerned about 
the audit report containing both an adverse opinion and an 
emphasis of matter paragraph, missing the point that the 
opinion and the emphasis of matter paragraph dealt with two 
completely separate issues.  

Requirement (c) asked for an explanation of the matters to be 
considered in deciding who is eligible to perform an 
engagement quality control review for a listed client. 
Answers tended to be very brief, often in a bullet point 
format. The majority of answers mentioned that it should be 
a partner with experience who should perform the review. 
Though most candidates could suggest that the reviewer 
should be independent of both the audit team, and the audit 
client, few could suggest why.  

Conclusion  

This sitting produced some sound scripts, but on the whole 
there has been little, if any, improvement in the quality of 
answers. Candidates must consider the comments made in 
this report while preparing for an attempt at this challenging 
paper.  

Unfortunately the majority of candidates continue to produce 
answers that lack focus, do not actually answer the question 
requirements, display inadequate technical knowledge and 
very little application, and in some cases are technically 

incorrect. These candidates are encouraged to improve their 
examination technique by practicing as many past exam 
questions as possible, and by taking on board the comments 
made in examiner’s articles and reports.  

All candidates are reminded that current issues are important 
to this paper, and questions on topical matters will be 
regularly tested. In order to pass this examination it is 
important to read widely and make use of on-line resources, 
such as those provided in the student section of ACCA’s 
website. 
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TECHNIQUE IN AUDITING QUESTIONS 

(1) Understand the requirements 

Before attempting any question, and in order to impress the 
markers, you need to understand the examiner’s 
requirements. 

Read the requirement 

Always read the requirements (at the end of the question) 
first, never the “scenario”.  This will put the scenario into 
context and reduce the risk of answering the question you 
wanted to see (often enforced if you read the scenario first) 
rather than the question set by the examiner. 

Highlight “Instruction” and “Content” 

Nearly all requirements (and parts thereof) have an 
“instruction” (e.g. “describe”) and “content” (e.g. 
“procedures”).  

The instructions tell you how your answer should be written; 
the content tells you what you should be writing about, for 
example: 

Instructions 

� “Describe” i.e. “set out the characteristics of”.  Use 
brief sentences but give more depth than if the 
instruction was “state” (see below).  

� “Explain” i.e. “make plain, clarify, elucidate.”  For 
example, defining a term does not explain it, but 
providing an illustration may do so. 

� “State” i.e. express in words.  Use one short sentence 
(bullet point) to make each answer point. 

� “Discuss” i.e. give balanced views on and conclude 
(where appropriate). 

� “List” i.e. make a list of like things. 

� “Justify” i.e. give reasoning. 

� “Identify” e.g. from the scenario.  This requirement is 
often implied rather than expressly stated.  For example, 
“Describe the risks ….” requires that the risks be 
identified before they can be described. 

� “Comment” i.e. make observations, appraise and/or 
examine (critically). 

� “Suggest” i.e. propose or put forward. 
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Content 

� “Procedures” and “Work” (may be preceded by the 
word “audit”) i.e. what you should do – requires 
actions.  For example, Analyse, Enquire, Inspect, 
Observe and compUte (mnemonic: “AEIOU”).  Do not 
be constrained (boxed in) by such ideas lists within P7 – 
think of similar and related actions (e.g. review, ask, 
confirm, circularise, compare, calculate, etc). 

� “Matters”, “Factors” (also “Issues” and 
“Considerations”) are things to be taken account of – 
which must therefore be of relevance (note that they are 
not “Procedures”).  In the context of a planning 
question these might include risks (see below), 
materiality, reliance on internal controls, timescale, etc. 

� “Internal controls” (or simply “controls” or “internal 
control procedures”) i.e. what the entity (not the 
external auditor) should be doing to prevent things 
going wrong.  

� Remember that this covers the control environment 
(e.g. audit committee, organisational structure, 
management supervision, internal audit and segregation 
of duties) and the control procedures (e.g. authorisation, 
control accounts, controlling documents, limiting 
physical access). 

� “Evidence” i.e. what you want to know, as auditor.  To 
generate ideas think about: 

�  sources of evidence (i.e. internal, external, 
written, oral, auditor-generated) 

� the procedures by which they are obtained 
(“AEIOU” above); and 

� the financial statement assertions about which 
evidence is sought – completeness, occurrence 
measurement, presentation and disclosure, 
appropriate carrying value, rights and obligations 
existence.  

� “Implications”, “Effect”, “Impact” and “Consequences” 
i.e. what difference, if any, does it make?  

� “Risks” e.g. of misstatement in the financial statements 
(from an auditing perspective in that an assertion is not 
true) or of failure of a business objective due to e.g. 
unavailable e-commerce systems, credit facilities not 
renewed. 

� “Why” and “Reasons” call for justification.  Think  
“because …” or “due to ….”. 

� “Enquiries” i.e. questions (Begin, for example, with 
“What”, “How”, “Why” and end with a “?”) 
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� “Objectives” e.g. of controls.  For ideas consider 
“CAVe” i.e. Completeness, Accuracy and Validity (of 
transactions) and Existence (of resulting assets and 
liabilities).  One way of addressing objectives is to 
respond “To ensure that … good things happen (or bad 
things do not happen)”. 

� “Weaknesses”, “Limitations” “Disadvantages” etc.  
Respond with “negative” words like “no”, “poor”, 
“difficult”.  Similarly for “Advantages”, “Benefits” etc 
use “positive” words like “good”, “easy”. (2) Read 
the scenario 

Ensure that you appreciate the following: 

� Your “role” within the scenario (e.g. as senior, 
manager, reporting partner – gives an indication of 
authority and decision making capabilities). 

� The dates involved (e.g. the year end, reporting 
deadline, current date, etc).  Paper P7 is set in “real 
time” – so if you are sitting an exam in December and 
planning an audit for the year ending 31 December – 
that is imminent and you will not have yet attended the 
inventory count. 

� The “status” of the client e.g. whether it is new or 
existing; large or small; likely to have an internal audit 
department. 

� The nature of the client’s business.  If relevant, this will 
give you an insight into the potential factors and 
problems which you will be required to discuss.  

 For example, a heavy industrial engineering business is 
likely to have complex inventory and work in progress 
while a travel agent would have minimal inventory but 
would require a system to deal with advance bookings, 
the taking of deposits and the calculation of 
commission. 

� The extent to which the client operates a computerised 
system, which will affect the tone and jargon of your 
answer to a question concerning, for example, internal 
controls. 

Taking a few minutes to read, highlight and annotate the 
scenario to pick up such points should be time well-spent. 
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(3) Plan your answer 

The importance of adequate planning cannot be over-
emphasised. 

Adequate planning leads to an organised logical structure to 
your answer, incorporating all the points you can come up 
with and highlighting your powers of analysis and 
communication. 

A lack of planning leads to a disorganised illogical jumble of 
scraps of thoughts and ideas, causing you to omit key 
elements of the question and repeat answer points already 
made. 

How much planning is needed on each question depends, in 
the main, on just two factors: 

(i) How much the requirement and scenario are broken 

down into parts – the more detailed this is in the 
question, the less you need to do.   

(ii) The mark allocation.  In general, the more marks the 
more planning will be required.   

When you are practiced in exam technique, planning many 
questions should take only five minutes. 

Ensure that you read the question thoroughly, as discussed 
above.  Highlight key points or note them down to ensure 
that you incorporate them in your answer. 

Plan your answer in whatever way you prefer, but at least 
plan. 

If you jot down an answer plan do so on your answer script, 
rather than your question paper, so you can submit it.  
Clearly head up the page “answer plan” or “workings”. 

Never write “½ sentences” in a plan – there is no time for 
them in answer planning and no place for them in writing out 
your answer.   

(4) Write the answer 

� Use underlined HEADINGS and subheadings 
(generated by the requirement and any breakdown of 
the scenario into parts) to produce a logical and 
structured answer.   

This approach is effective in providing focus for your 
answer and enhances presentation. 

� The examiner positively discourages rewording of 
requirements into introductory sentences because it 
wastes valuable time and does not earn marks. 
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� Maintain a sentence structure and keep sentences and 
paragraphs short and succinct.   

� Explain and define where necessary (e.g. if writing to a 
layman, explain phrases such as “inherent risk” briefly: 
“inherent risk, that is the susceptibility of an item in the 
accounts to misstatement ...”). 

� Try to achieve a good standard of English.  Note that 
although you will not lose marks for spelling mistakes 
and poor grammar, you may lose marks if your answer 
points cannot be understood by the marker. 

� Allow plenty of space to present your answer and, if 
your writing is difficult to read, write on every other  
line. 

WARNING:  Restrict the use of underlining to headings and 
sub-headings (and use a ruler).  Do not waste time 
underlining what you consider to be the “key” words – it is 
quite unnecessary and may interfere with the marking 
process.  Only use black or blue ink.  Do not use any other 
colour ink.  Do not use any highlighter, regardless of the 
colour! 

(5) Practise 

� When attempting an exam style and standard question, 
always practise exam technique so that it is second 
nature to you by the time of the real exam. 

� Spend time thoroughly reviewing your answer against 
the “model” answer and make a note of the points you 
missed.  (Do not be despondent if some of the answers 
you encounter do not follow this guidance– historically 
“model” answers are written solely to convey technical 
content rather than exam technique. 

� Study the examiner’s comments on candidates 
performance in previous exams, areas of weakness and 
suggestions for improvements.! 

Summary 

Remember the key elements to examination technique: 

� Read: first the requirements to put the scenario into 
context, then the main body to provide the 
facts to trigger your knowledge. 

� Think: without this planning process you will not be 
able to convey the higher level skills of 
comprehension, application and analysis. 
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� Write: concentrate on your style of writing to address 
the examiners’ requirements as directly as 
possible, answer the Q set and think about the 
relevance of what you are writing.  If it does 
not add value, why write it? 

A trusted answer approach, in the context of this article, has 
always been: point, explain example.  For every point made, 
explain why it has been made and then give examples for 
support.  

For example “Obtain management representations …” has no 
meaning in P7 unless you state the representation required, 
the context it is required in and why it is required.    

 


